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ASSEMBLY SELECT COMMITTEE
ON
INTERNATIONAL WATER TREATMENT AND RECLAMATION
Honorable J. Stephen Peace, Chairman
TIJUANA RIVER VALLEY BORDER POLLUTION
State Capitol
March 13, 1984

CHAIRMAN STEVE PEACE:

I think we'll go ahead and start.

I appreciate all you folks who have come up to give us a little
better perspective on what's happening.
For the benefit of the members of the committee, let me
just make a couple of very brief comments.

I hope you've all had

an opportunity to look at the information that was provided by
Susan Ronnback, our consultant, who I should take this opportunity to introduce; and by Rosie.
I guess the greatest difficulty in this whole situation
is the fast movement with which things change and perspectives
change; and at the same time, very little movement in terms of
the situation changing.
We just recently had a meeting, on March 9th, between
federal officials on both sides.

I hope we'll have a little

information from the representative from EPA today on the context
of those meetings.

We have representatives from state agencies,

local government, and the federal government.

And what we hope

to do here is get a little better picture of the complexity of
the problem and how the state is going to have to interface in
dealing with that problem.
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nexus of the problems, in particular insofar as they relate to
how each of the agencies that will be testifying relate to that
circumstance.
our testimony today is going to be confined to the
Tijuana River problem specifically.

We will have a subsequent

hearing for background on the New River in a few weeks.

So today

what we're going to be talking about is Tijuana itself.

In the

larger context of things, there's no question that the entire
border relationships and how our government interfaces with the
Mexican government and some of the problems all along that border
have some impact on eventually what's done.
But what we hope to do today is to focus specifically on
how and what we may be able to do on a state level to deal with
the interim circumstance, and in order to prevent the kind of
serious outbreak of health problems and that sort of thing that
can result.
The first person testifying will be Ladin Delaney, who
is the Executive Director of the Regional Water Quality Control
Board.

You may also want to, while Ladin is coming up, you may

want to add to your agenda that I'm going to have Peter Douglas
from the Coastal Commission right after Number 5 on your list,
the Department of Fish and Game; and just before the City of San
Diego.

He was inadvertently left off the list, and he'll be

testifying at that point.
MR. LADIN DELANEY:
members of the committee.

Ladin?
Thank you, Assemblyman Peace and
This is a copy of the written testi-

mony and I will be summarizing parts of that today.
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with a ti

to Mexico and a tie to the United States.

States

in this portion of it in 1938; and in 1939, the Mexi-

cans connec

nto the system.

The United

It discharged a short distance

offshore in a relatively shallow area of 15 feet.
That s the system that sufficed until about 1962.
1962, it was grossly overloaded.

By

The outfall was overflowing.

land outfall was overflowing at a number of points; the
sewage outfall into the ocean was broken at the surf zone, so
they discharged right across the surf zone.
some 2 million gallons per day.

The flow in 1962 was

That's a little misleading

because it was a very dry year in '62, and flows should have been
about 4 million gallons per day -- 4 to

4~

-- but because of the

lack of water, the sewage flow was only 2 million gallons per
day.

That's an important figure to remember, though, because

that 2 million gallons per day discharged at this point contaminated the beaches, at times all the way up to the Hotel Del
Coronado.

That outfall was located about 0.5 of a mile north of

the International Boundary.
In 1962, the Mexicans put into effect their first sewage
tern which consisted of two pump stations -- one adjacent to
e border, another a short distance away-- pumping through a
force main, a series of siphons, and a canal.

And originally

wanted to take it all the way down to Rosarito Beach and use
it for agricultural reuse, but they ran out of money 5.6 miles
south of the border -- at this point here.

So they discharged it

right from the end of the pipe, down a little gully, right across
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t point of a long, deep ocean outfall,

And I stress

our analysis we can't see
th

side of the

would negate t

rder or
need for that

alternative, either on

Mexican side of the border, that
ean outfall; because what we're

talking

for standar

treatment in the United States is

a

ed

ry

pr

y treatment is essentially removing the big floatables and

reatment for an ocean discharge.

And

anced

t king a lot of the settleables out, and not doing too much with
treatment of the liquid; and using an outfall offshore to dispose
of

liquid.
You could treat it to a higher degree; but we have the
juana River estuary.

And as Assemblyman Peace has pointed out,

t's a very highly prized estuary that's one of 10 national
eserves.

To treat the water to the degree necessary to dis-

arge into that estuary would be extraordinarily expensive.

To

reuse the water would be extraordinarily expensive too, because
of the salt concentration being very high.
The City of San Diego, through Lowry & Associates, has
taken a good, hard look at many different alternatives.
s r

that Mr. O'Leary will be presenting that in a few moments.
Essentially, that concludes my presentation.
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ich was put together by Elizabeth Brafford, who's the

Press Secretary to Mayor Hedgecock.

And it's a compilation of

e news clips that have been shown for the last four years,
starting, I believe, in January 1980.
I'd like to show that.

So, with your permission,
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SENATOR WADIE DEDDEH:

You mention as one of the solu5~

tions the extension of pipeline about

miles into the ocean and

dumping there, I don't know how many feet deep.
what stage?

That could be

Stage One, or Stage B, because you've got three

stages, as I understand it, under the Lowry Report.

Does that

fall into one of those categories of the Lowry Report?

The

extension of the pipeline into the ocean?
MR. DELANEY:

Senator Deddeh, no the Lowry Report did

not look at solutions in Mexico.
SENATOR DEDDEH:
wrong.

No, no, no, no.

If I said Mexico, I'm

I mentioned -- I think you've got three steps.

Number One is treatment, immediate treatment.

Step

And that's what

we're doing, I guess, in Duncan's Pond, or whatever you want to
call it.

What is the next step to that?

You mentioned something

that needs to be done, and whether it's from Mexico or from the
United States, extending it into the ocean
CHAIRMAN PEACE:
outfall you're proposing.

5~

miles

He's talking about the outfall.

The

You've indicated both at this hearing

and at previous gatherings that the first priority that you have
is the construction of a deep water outfall.

And I think what

the Senator is asking, is that part of the first stage of what
was recommended in the O'Leary Report?
And could we also get some lights?
MR. DELANEY:
in a moment, 1 think.

I don't --Mr. O'Leary can speak to that
But basically, what I was saying was that

we need a long, deep ocean outfall.

What's being proposed now
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MR. DELANEY:

I believe so.

I think what we're talking

about is immediately doing something to stop the raw s
ing across the border -- a temporary pond.

com-

Second is

construction of a 60 million gallon per day treatment plant, and
pumping that back into the Mexican's system to be discharged
south of the border.

And then thirdly is the construction of a

long, deep ocean outfall.
SENATOR DEDDEH:

And I think the point was raised

the

Chairman in San Diego last Friday, and I'm going to raise it
again, in the high hope that somebody will comment on that: this
is all well and

that we're talking about 4 or 5 years; but

in the meantime, we have about half a million people north of
juana, and our friends and neighbors to the south about whom
we're just as concerned, and we should be, what are we going to
do between now and the end of 1984, to ameliorate, accommodate,
resolve part of this problem?
right now,

t

I'm thr

And you don't have to answer it

ng that question for everybody who's

going to come up here, to please shed some light on this;
that is one of my concerns.
CHAIRMAN PEACE:

Okay, thank you, Red.

Sure -- Gary Condit.
ASSEMBLYMAN GARY CONDIT:
own edification.

Just a quick question for my

You said that the pipeline ran out of money.

What year did they run out of money and then never did get back
to it?

e
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Otay would need a treatment plant separate from the current San
Diego plant.

Is tha

a

issue now

t they're no longer

talking about a joint plant on Otay Mesa for Tijuana sewage and
San Diego sewage?

Or are we dealing only now with the Mexican

government ...
CHAIRMAN PEACE:

I think Mr. O'Leary can probably

address that issue better than Red can.

Hhy don't we move along

and we'll get on to the next thing.
Mr. Richard Reavis from the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency.
MR. DELANEY:

Thank you very, very much.

CHAIRMAN PEACE:

Thank you, Mr. Delaney.

Perhaps you can give us a little more information than
you were able to give the other day in the middle of the meetings
th the Mexican officials.
What I would like to do, for the benefit of each of you
as you testify, we all have i
Let's hit the hi
questions.

points

ormation to submit for the record.
move along quickly.

And we'll ask

lot of these questions, too, I think different

people will be best prepared to respond to, and I'll try and
steer those questions in the ri
~1R.

RICHARD REAVIS:

t direction as we move along.

Very good.

Then I will not simply

read the prepared testimony that I've given to you.
CHAIRMAN PEACE:
MR

REAVIS:

Thank you.

I am

Protection Agency, Region 9.

chard Reavis with the Environmental
I'm stationed in San Diego and have
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en for the past 5 months.

That re-stationing is a direct

result of the agreement that was signed last August, between
Presidents Reagan and de la Madrid, that designated coordinators
from both the United States and Mexico to deal with the border
sanitation problems.
The Environmental Protection Agency was named the lead

u.s.

agency; the coordinator.

The Secretariat of Urban Develop-

ment and Ecology of Mexico was named our Mexican counterpart.
The purpose for that agreement and the role of coordinator for EPA is a very simple, straightforward one.
a quite complex one.

And it's also

In that role, our responsibility is to

coordinate the activities and actions of a number of agencies,
both federal, state, regional, and local.
The purpose for that coordination of those agencies and
actions is to try to obtain a consensus regarding any specific
problem, its severity and magnitude; and the solution that is
most applicable, too, to that problem.

The complexity begins

when you look at the number of agencies that are involved and
have a concern for the Tijuana problem, both at the federal level, the state level, the regional level, and the city level.

To

try to coordinate the activities and actions of the number of
agencies that have become involved in the problem is quite complex; but it really has not been that difficult just simply
because of the real concern for a very real problem.
As Assemblyman Peace mentioned, last Thursday and Friday
the first meeting between the Mexican federal officials and the
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United States federal officials under the agreement that was
signed last August took

ace in Tijuana

San Diego.

The

Secretariat of Urban Development and Ecology was represented by
the Subsecretary for Ecology.

The Mexican Relaciones Exteriores,

their foreign relations department, was represented; the Secretariat de Agua Cultura y Erolicos -- Recurcis y Erolicos -- their
water resources people were represented; the Embassy in Mexico
City; the International Boundary and Water Commission; Ambassador
Carrerra, who has responsibility for both of the borders that
Mexico has, their northern and southern borders.

Some very high

level people came from Mexico City to talk to the Environmental
Protection Agency, the International Boundary and Water commission,

u.s.

Section, and our State Department.

CHAIRMAN PEACE:

Just a moment.

ASSEMBLYWOMAN SALLY TANNER:

Mrs. Tanner.

Mr. Reavis, the agreement

was in August of '83?
MR. REAVIS:

Right.

ASSEMBLYWOMAN TANNER:
MR. REAVIS:

And when was this meeting held?

Last Thursday and Friday.

ASSEMBLYWOMAN TANNER:

Now, with the millions of tons of

sewage that has been spilling into the United States, why did it
take that amount of time, that long time, before a meeting was
held?
me.

This has been going on for years.

That's astounding to

Hho put the meeting together, and why was it so late?
MR. REAVIS:

Well, the State Department put the meeting

together, so that should, perhaps ...
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ASSEMBLYWOMAN TANNER:

The Department of Health Servic-

es?
MR. REAVIS:

No, the ...

ASSEMBLYWOMAN TANNER:

MR. REAVIS:

State Department?

Oh, the U.S.

The United States State Department and

Relaciones Exteriores in Mexico.
ASSEMBLYWOMAN TANNER:

They felt that -- how many months

does that ... ?
MR. REAVIS:

Well, assuming that August is gone by the

time that they signed it, but September, October, November,
December.

And then the first meeting between ...
ASSEMBLYWOMAN TANNER:

over in the meantime?
HR. REAVIS:

How much sewage has been spilling

Good night, I think something
v~ell,

as Hr. Delaney said, say 8 million

gallons per day, yes, there are billions of gallons of sewage .•.
ASSEMBLYWOMAN TANNER:
sonable delay.

That, I would say, is an unrea-

Wouldn't you?

HR. REAVIS:
sooner, Assemblywoman.

I would have liked to have seen the meeting
I should mention, in all fairness to our

State Department, that the first meeting was scheduled in January; and the Mexicans requested a postponement.

And it was

rescheduled for February; and again, the Mexicans asked for a
postponement.

And it was finally rescheduled and held in March.

So, from that standpoint, perhaps our State Department did try to
move more rapidly than when the meeting actually occurred.

I ...
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ASSEMBLYWOMAN TANNER:

You know, bureaucrats really

don't move very rapidly at best.
MR. REAVIS:

No, they don't.

ASSEMBLYWOMAN TANNER:

And this seems like it's one of

the worst kinds of situations.
MR. REAVIS:

If you have dealt with State, our State

Department, and the relations that they have with Relaciones
Exteriores, in setting up -- and I will mention that something
that bodes, perhaps, more productively for the future -- but
formal meetings that are established through the diplomatic relations that exist between our country and another country, whether
it be Mexico or any other, are so formalized, so difficult to
establish, that they become quite frustrating.

And in that

sense, this meeting, which lasted two days, the first day of it
was basically taken up by diplomatic niceties, which is not very
productive when you're trying to get to the crux of a problem and
discuss it in a meaningful manner.
CHAIRMAN PEACE:

Why don't you give us a quick perspec-

tive on what the upshot and the conclusion of that meeting was?
MR. REAVIS:

Okay.

CHAIRMAN PEACE:

Where are we as a result of that meet-

ing?
HR. REAVIS:

vJell, the Mexicans, the second day, when

pressed very hard by Fitz Hugh Green, our coordinator, said, "We
have a lot of very important things to announce to you.
very, very productive things.

Some

First, the lines that were broken
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that caused
film t

latest

ill"

t you were looking at on the

t was broken Dec

19th of last year -- "will be

repaired this week, for sure, and put back into service."
said, "Gee, that's nice.
where we were in Dec

And we

Four months later and we're right back
r.

You know, that's progress."

The

second thing they announced
CHAIRMAN PEACE:

For the benefit of the committee, let

me make sure that they understand what they -- a lot of what you
saw, particularly in the latter part of those tapes, were breaks,
and we focused on

se breaks.

spective to begin wi

It's important to keep in per-

that less than half of Tijuana's sewage is

on sewage systems at all, so more than half of the sewage is just
coming into

river.

Ok

And then you have a whole series

?

of breaks that occur periodically, and so the specific line that
Mr. Reavis is referencing

t

're fixing gets us back, as he

ints out, to where we were about four months ago.
sn't even

ress the problem

But it

t led to the President's

declaration of -- was it last summer?
t.

HR. REAVIS
us \vas that the
waste to a pain
is calendar

it was not.
t

, inde

station that
5 6 miles s uth
r.

same thing last

It must

11 enable them to deliver the
the border will be completed

admitted that they told us the

ar, that it would be completed last year, and

I am

ful that it will.

, it will be c

unfortunate thing is
us back to abou

The second thing that they informed

I am hopeful that this

eted this calendar year.

The

when that occurs, that will simply get
re we were in 1980 ...
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government g

tments did our
of what we

X

?

were willing to
HR. REAV
the only c
ment.

ort of c

t

CHAIRftlAN PEACE:

We are

tment that wa

And the on

positive

refers to what Ass

lling to meet with them.
given

United States

Tanner said, there is now an agree-

Secretariat of Urban Devel

the State

cal
We

my boss in San Francisc ,
All a

Mr. Cov

I, were

Un t

Okay,
epa ed to do
i

e

not pr

gton, who is
States coordi-

just

r

ijuana.

ing

t

em.

four coor-

at you're
gove nment

t

xi can

of

governmen

i

h s time

CHAIRf1AN

tr tion
knowl

involving

meeting o

each country.

th

e to cort

i

n r

p

were named

nators for water

SEDUE, the

t and Ecology, to be

with
rtment.

dina tors

rn-

came out of this, and it

i

ment between the Environmental Protection

respond dir ct

That was

n it

- le

r
t

, 1s the

to go argue on behalf

e on

nis-

To

r

itself
ing of some

f

is s de of the

interested in getting into
ich solution

the

s

rder, some

lutions

red
are

f the -- I'm not

e discussions at this juncture on
t

ing

or

istration
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s

ra

rt of f

es

a f

ral solution to

is problem

in vvash ng
HR. REAVIS:
meetings at

We

t

ast at

There

e House

CHAIRMAN PEACE:

t

at have

HR. REAVIS:

two

e

am aware of that our

I

esults o

nistration

those been?

OHB said

frank-

ly, they weren't interested, in this particular year at least, in
funding anything that invo

treating Mexican sewage.

CHAIRMAN
that

Environment

rsue

Pro

t priori

ction

and

oblem but

ncy

t fund

MR. REAVIS:

our j

tse f is pr

rst

on

s a pa

sent t

st feasible

wou

c

t

red to
it is a

the OMB are not responsive?

vJe 1, you have to

i
at ion

it fa r for me to s

feels

nistra ion a

onmental Pr

i

t

of

e

r

nistration.

And

ical solution, and

Past

t

that the Envi-

int, the

t

nis-

cies that can essen-

a
1, M . Reavis, isn't it the
si

a

1

make sure

s

eir health, their s

e, wha

States, then
protect

r

th

sourc ,

t not

1

op

n

r

per

ited States

i

t

ing from --

s, then,

e

i

ed S

re not suffer-

is not suffering from that

e is

If the s

re

the EPA,

i

i

tes

n

the Unit
United States to

, you know, I know
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re are a lot of formalities and a lot of d

omatic thi

that you have to take care of when you're working with another
country, but the fact remains that if there is a problem, a serious health problem, in the United States, isn't it our re
bility then to take care of that health problem?

And I

even know that there should be an argument about,

"we can't

with that now; and, no we are not going to re

si-

don't
1

to t

I

can't believe that the United States isn't immediately att
to do something about it.
MR. REAVIS:

ing

It's mind boggling to me.

I'm inclined to agree with you, Ass

woman, but again, as an agency, we have taken it as far as we
possibly can.

And it rests considerably outside of the

now, with the Administration and Congress.
CHAIRMAN PEACE:

Okay, is there anything else that you'd

like to add at this time?
MR. REAVIS:

Well, I might mention that the Mexicans did

say that they were studying a solution that invol

waste sta-

bilization ponds south of Tijuana that would accommodate
existing flows.

ir

Not future flows, but somewhere six to ten years

down the road they thought that they might be able to implement
that.

They have not gotten to the point to where they can actu-

ally talk about costs.
I should mention that their ability to pump south of the
border is limited to 30 million gallons a day on an average daily
flow.

By the time that the Mexicans were to construct almost any

type of facility, they might well not have the capacity to pump
all of their sewage to that facility anyway.
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ASSEMBLYMAN JIM COSTA:
you mean?

By havi

The ability to generate the
MR. REAVIS:

t?
of the

No, I mean the capaci

which

they are promising to install in a pump station ...
ASSEMBLYMAN COSTA:
MR. REAVIS:

Okay, you're s

ing

t

....

the line that is

... and the capacity

already constructed.
ASSEMBLYMAN COSTA:

What you're saying then is that
might implement

their proposed solution that they hope maybe t

in six to eight years would only take care of the current situation and not take into account any growth.
MR. REAVIS:

The current plus a very small amount of

growth, 30 million gallons a day.

But at that point, then they

would be faced with duplicating their pump station, their transmission mains, their siphons, everything.
ASSEMBLYMAN COSTA:

They're designing a

Model T" is

what you're saying.
MR. REAVIS:

Precisely.

ASSEMBLYL'1AN COSTA:
solution?

Hhat is

From your perspective, real

pr

s

cone

of a

U 1 Ve

that you've taken it as far as you can.
MR. REAVIS:
that water runs

vvell, there is a f

...

ASSEMBLYHAN COSTA:
Committee!
money.

amental law of nature,

Downhill.

I m Chairman of the Water

Until I came here -- now they tell me it follows
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(LAUGHTER)
MR. REAVIS:

In this case, I'm afraid that

re isn't

sufficient money south of Tijuana for it to follow very far.
ASSEMBLYMAN COSTA:
MR. REAVIS:

That's obvious.

And that really is what it takes.

Because

anytime one attempts to circumvent that law of nature and say,
"all right, we're going to take it five miles south to do something,"

and pump against a 300-foot head, it gets quite expen-

sive to do that.

And ...

ASSEMBLYMAN COSTA:

Geography obviously requires that it

flow north.
MR. REAVIS:

And if that is true, why obviously it is

more reasonable, from a technical standpoint and from an economic
standpoint, to try to treat it at that point, rather than the
expense of trying to pump it back somewhere.
ASSEMBLYMAN COSTA:

All right.

But their solution --

from your comments, it doesn't sound like their solution necessarily resolves any of our problems.
MR. REAVIS:

It, in the long term, would not.

Again, if

Mexico were to implement what they propose immediately,

it

would take care of it for a couple of years perhaps.
ASSEMBLYMAN COSTA:
that.

Yes, but they're not going to

I mean, let's not kid ourselves.
MR. REAVIS:

Well, that's ...

ASSEMBLYMAN COSTA:
possibly occur.

I mean, let's deal with what might

And it seems to me that outside of the economic
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p

situation turning around dramatical
ag

in

your

x

s to

group being able to get some

nner

short of an

act of the State Department, I don't see -- at least

haven 1 t

convinced me -- that there's enough there to ensure that
is going to happen; which leads me to believe
have some things turn around that we have no
the economy of Mexico and like a few o

ing

en, un

s we can

ontrol ove

like

e

we have to look at least at some short-term

t

citizens in the United States who live in California.
MR. REAVIS:

I have no argument wi

ASSEMBLYMAN COSTA:

that.

Okay, I know,

o to take

t

one step further, do you have any proposed solution along

se

lines?
MR. REAVIS:

In my view

ASSEMBLYMAN COSTA:
MR. REAVIS:

And if

t what cost?

Yes, in my view, there

short of one that you will probably h
vi

s no solution

r

that wou

have heard of

an effective, even short-term, solut

a short-term solution that involves inte
canyons that go into the Tijuana

ver

r -

ing

e

lows down
, that wo ld

ameliorate the pollution of the beaches; but as long as Mexico is
discharging sewage onto a beach and into the ocean, even a

a

point five miles south of the border, as their flows increase,
those flows will impact our beaches.
ASSEMBLYMAN COSTA:
MR. REAVIS:

So what's the short-term solution?

Well ...
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CHAIRMAN PEACE:

Jim, why don't we -- I

ink we will

r more about some of the options from some of the other testiWe'll keep Mr. Reavis here.

He can come back up and com-

ment on some of those different attitudes.

There's some differ-

ce of opinion over what those options are, and some of the cost
e ements and such; and some of that will open up as the addional testimony comes forward.
ASSEMBLYMAN COSTA:
CHAIRMAN PEACE:

Okay?

Okay.

Mrs. Bergeson.

ASSEMBLYWOMAN MARIAN BERGESON:

My question was on that

same level, so I won't pursue too much in the same regard.

But

lack of commitment, is that involved with lack of expertise
technology that could be utilized to provide solutions?
f that would be the case, would there not be some

And
rhaps,

of providing that through an international agreement?
MR. REAVIS:

The coordinating groups that will be meet-

ng -- we will be meeting with the two engineers from Mexico
hin 30 days to start looking at various technical options.
again, trying to look at something that is within the finan1 abilities of both countries right now.

But yes, certainly

will be providing the technical assistance to them; although I
t admit the engineers that they have placed on this group are
remely competent men.

I have no quarrel with their technical

apabilities.
CHAIRMAN PEACE:

Let me ask you one question before we

nish, and then we'll go on to the next witness.
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In the context

r conversati

entatives, were there any discussions

Mexican r

f

respect to the use -- the possible use

ent
of

e-

s

ture?

There's been some disagreement, as you know, from different areas
and such about how interested the Mexicans are in the use of
aquaculture techniques.
MR. REAVIS:

No, there were not.

CHAIRMAN PEACE:

None at all.

So t

di

't bring

any ...
MR. REAVIS:

In informal ...

CHAIRMAN PEACE:

Did they indicate

eir intention to

ut lize aquaculture?
MR. REAVIS:

Well, in informal di c

i

icated that the problems that they

a

operating them would swing them t

if

si

have

rceive with harvesting
wa t

were going to build anything.

s abi

zation

lture can

a

i

isticated system to operate.
CHAIRMAN PEACE:

Mexican of i

s

are not of the inclination to pursue

ca ed

t

ulture alterna-

ives at this point?
MR. REAVIS:

That's true.

CHAIRMAN PEACE:

And so if we were to

velop sys ems

that would make available additional treated -- say primary
treated waters for agricultural use -inclined not to participate.
MR. REAVIS:

would probab

Is that what you're saying?

That would be my view.

be
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CHAIRMAN PEACE:

Okay.

Thank

u.
Baumli

The next individual is Geor

is

e Prine

pal Engineer with the International Boundary and Water
sion.

And he'll be testifying on behalf of

s-

ssioner

Friedken.
MR. GEORGE BAUMLI:

Thank you very much, Ass

Peace and members of the committee.
bit about the role of the

u.s.

lk a little

I m

Section of the Int rnational

Boundary and Water Commission in the solution of
tion problems, with particular emphasis on t
I'll very briefly describe t

rder sanita-

Tijuana problem.

treat es

agreements

that we have with Mexico that address the question of border
sanitation.

I'll very briefly mention the P

which Mr. Reavis has already talked about.

iden ial agreement
And I 11 give

very brief status report on what the situation

a

s at Tijuana

today.
I have furnished the committee st ff a
chure which describes more completely the role a

of

bro-

responsibili-

ties of the International Boundary and Water Commission.
This commission was created by convention in 1889,
it's made up of a U.S. Section and a Mexican Section.
commissioners of these respective Sections are appointed by
respective presidents of the countries.

And they each receive

policy guidance through the Foreign Affairs Office of ea
try.

coun-

The International Boundary and Water Commission is charged

by these treaties that we have entered into with Mexico to execute the various provisions of those treaties.
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The first mention of
rea

r

sanitati

was i

t

1944

hat "

it basically states a c

so u-

ernments hereby agree to give preferential attention to
tion of border sanitation problems."
CHAIRMAN PEACE:
MR. BAUMLI:

Let me ask

on.

Yes.

CHAIRfi!AN PEACE:

ms

t are

federal government's determination t
agen

, and I

uti

1

guess, what is it, SEDUE, as

1

Hexican side?
MR. BAUMLI:
th

s

The U.S. Section

st

li

ars

rder sanitation problem for

we have

no problem with EPA being desi na
CHAIRMAN PEACE:
SEDUE

oduce?

nato .

On the other si

If SEDUE is negotiati

our EPA

wi

come to an agreement, is SEDUE in a

r, can

of the

t

the Mexican si

it on

to deliv r on the results of those negotia ions?
MR. BAUMLI:

there was discussion about -- from the

tiated treaties in regard to a n

including sanitation projects.

Harch 8-9,
at least

xican si

of involving the International Boundary
has

d

At the meeting that was

ter

ssion, who

r of projects 1

SEDUE is a r la i e

new

in Mexico and they really have no proven track record.
CHAIRMAN PEACE:

Okay.

don't

-- if you just give us an indication of your
we're at.

focus then on the
essions of where

I'm sorry.

Assemblywoman Tanne .

ASSEMBLYWOMAN TANNER:

es

Mr.

the commission have?
MR. BAUMLI:

The authority, the au

Boundary Commission are contained in treaties
States and Mexico.

The construction of work

orizations for
tween the United
on t

U.S

side

are authorized by Congress.
ASSEMBLYWOMAN TANNER:

And so you make recommendations?

The commission makes recommendations to Congress, or to the ... ?
MR. BAUMLI:

The recommendations are made from each Sec-

tion of the International Boundary and Water Commission to their
respective governments in the field of water.

So we would make

recommendations to the two governments;

r treaties

minutes are approved by the two governments.
CHAIRMAN PEACE:

What sort of ...

I'm sorry, go ahead.
ASSEMBLYWOMAN TANNER:

tions

Have

regarding this particular and serious pr
MR. BAUMLI:

There have been re

all of the border's sanitation problems

tions made fo
e c

a

n

minute: Minute 261, which is an umbrella-

agreement.

recommendations regarding this particular

lem, and what were

the recommendations, and when were they made, and to whom?
MR. BAUMLI:

In 1980, we began negotiating an agreement

with Mexico on the Tijuana problem.

That negotiation stalled,

3

pr

ause of Mexico's econ

r

unable
st

o

c s

commitments to me
therefore, they said,

r

wa
we can

oc

wi h it.

In terms of
ASSEMBLYWOMAN TANNER:

I don't believe

're answering

my question.
MR. BAUMLI:

I'll try.

ASSEMBLYWOMAN TANNER:
MR. BAUMLI:

Yes.

Our feeling is that, number one, that a

long-range solution, such as suggested by the Ci

of San Diego,

and as outlined in the facilities plan, some
such as that is imperative.

of a solution

We feel very strongly that something

is needed in the interim.
ASSEMBLYWOMAN TANNER:
ions about that?

Have you

particular recom-

I'm wondering, you know, is the e a

pose for your commission.

You know, I

know there are

com-

missions
BAUMLI:

ght.

ASSEMBLYWOMAN TANNER:
actual y do something?
MR. BAUMLI:
one of

... and I'm

Do you act a
He have made a

a

i

in

i

umber

f rec

ch is for Mexico to finish its i ter

works whi

ions,
are

now under construction.
CHAIRMAN PEACE:

That's not the question though

have you recommended to our government to do?
think

vJhat

I mean, I don't

Mexicans care a whole heck of a lot what you recommend
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that they do.

But what have you r

American

government to do?
MR. BAUMLI:

We support EPA in its role as national

coordinator on this particular problem,

we

11 support them

in whatever way we can to arrive at a solut on.
ASSEMBLYWOMAN TANNER:
the EPA?

So what

Have you made a recommen

d to

you rec

tion

is

e of

pu

your commission?
MR. BAUMLI:

Yes.

We have made a number of recommenda-

tions regarding interim works.
Mexico's pumping plant.

We supported the idea of an interim ...

ASSEMBLYWOMAN TANNER:
MR. BAUMLI:

One of these is the completion of

No, that's

... treatment plant.

ASSEMBLYWOMAN TANNER:

for Mexico.

That's for Mexi-

co.
MR. BAUMLI:

Yes, ma'm.

CHAIRMAN PEACE:

We also ...

Is it your position, then, that the

United States should not do anything unilaterally on our si

to

protect our interests?
MR. BAUMLI:

I'm really not prepar

to comment on that.

Our objective is to solve the problem, and we're not el

nating

any options.
CHAIRMAN PEACE:

It was under the aegis of the IBWC that

the holding pond was constructed.
MR. BAUMLI:
the video tape,

2~

Is that right?

That's correct.

The flows that you saw in

to 3 million gallons of sewage flowing down

p

lers Gulch.
truct

a

As a result of

was c
ng

That holding pond is conta
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lons of sewage each day, and dischargi

2

t

t

lli

ga

~

into the emerg

line to San Diego.
CHAIRMAN PEACE:

That was constructed at

t

, then,

at

t

as a temporary ...
MR. BAUMLI:

It is a

CHAIRMAN PEACE:

i

.

Okay, and it was i

it would only be there for a few months

In fact, I

guess they're testing today.
can si

're going to test.

Is that right, Susan?

I

On the Mexi-

, they're testing?
MR. BAUMLI:

tern.

heard just

needed as soon as

the other day that it supposedly will not
they complete these repairs, which th

i

Mexico has c

the repairs on

e

They were to test them Fri
CHAIRMAN PEACE:

And does t

tu
mean

t that holdi

won't be necessary there?
MR. BAUMLI:

Yes, if ...

CHAIRMAN PEACE:
MR. BAUMLI:

Will that be tor

I don't think it s

down?
torn down wi

out ...
CHAIRMAN PEACE:

Has any testi

been done on the effect

of the unlined pond on area wells?
MR BAUMLI:

Soil testings were

e; soil borings were

made when the pond was constructed to determine the thickness of
the clay layer that borders the bottom of the pond.
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CHAIRMAN PEACE:

Has any testing been done since the

pond's been in operation?

MR. BAUMLI:

No testing of the soils.

CHAIRMAN PEACE:

Okay, is there any inclination on the

part of IBWC to support the construction of similar kinds of
ponds in other areas to catch any kind of emergency outflow that
might occur in Smugglers Gulch, some of the other areas that are
not now captured by that pond?
MR. BAUMLI:

Yes, we have outlined a possible solution

for Smugglers Gulch.
CHAIRMAN PEACE:
MR. BAUMLI:

Have you done testing of soils?

It has not progressed to that point.

That

facility in Smugglers Gulch may not be necessary if Mexico
resumes operations of their facilities.
CHAIRMAN PEACE:

Will there be testing done before a

pond is constructed?
MR. BAUMLI:

Yes.

CHAIRMAN PEACE:

Okay, thank you.

ASSEMBLYMAN CONDIT:

Steve, I have just a quick

tion, if I may.
CHAIRMAN PEACE:

Okay.

ASSEMBLYMAN CONDIT:

The commission you serve on

operates -- do you focus on water quality and sanitation
problems, border problems, is that correct?
as a commission?

Is that your charge

P
MR. BAUMLI:

Yes, sir.

ASSEMBLYMAN CONDIT:
MR. BAUMLI:
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Are
International

The headquarters of

Boundary and Water Commission are in El Paso, Texas,
Mexico.

Juarez,

But the responsibilities cover the entire 2,000 miles of

boundary.
ASSEMBLYMAN CONDIT:

Have you

this on the borders of Texas?

s

ilar problems like

There are a lot of coastal, or

border cities?
MR. BAUMLI:

Yes, it

ASSEMBLYMAN CONDIT:

And if so, how have you dealt with

those problems?
MR. BAUMLI:

Yes, sir, there's a serious

Nuevo Laredo, which is opposite Laredo, Texas.
city of 310,000 people.
day of sewage.

They generate

oblem at

Nuevo Laredo is a

15 million gallons a

They have no treatment facilities.

sewage is dumped into the Rio Grande.

That raw

we

en wo king

unsuccessfully to bring about a solution to that.

So it's a very

frustrating ...
CHAIRMAN PEACE:

Isn t

ASSEMBLYHAN CONDIT:
a sol tion.

re a so

Excuse

What has been your suggesti

int

an

You've been worki
on t

i

solu

f
?

What have you said to them?
MR. BAUHLI:

We have made numerous recommendations for

the construction of a treatment plant in Mexico.

We've also

discussed with Texas the possibility of a treatment plant in
Texas.

r
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ASSEMBLYMAN CONDIT:

When you do that, does that mean

that the United States federal government is participating as a
partner in terms of financing those projects; or what does that
exactly mean when you say that?
MR. BAUMLI:
that point.

None of these discussions has progressed to

I think in terms of international solutions that the

Tijuana/San Diego deliberations have progressed farther than any
of the others.
ASSEMBLYMAN CONDIT:

How long has the gentleman that you

represent here today been on the commission?
MR. BAUMLI:

He was appointed commissioner in 1962.

ASSEMBLYMAN CONDIT:

Have we resolved any of those sani-

tation problems since 1962 that you talk about?
MR. BAUMLI:

Yes, sir.

We have two projects, inter-

national projects, which are working.

One is in Douglas,

Arizona, where arrangements were made for the effluent from that
treatment plant to be used in Mexico at Agua Prieta.

There is a

joint international treatment plant, which treats both the sewage
from Nogales, Arizona, and Nogales, Sonora -- 8.2 million gallon
a day treatment plant which was built, constructed and is
operated under the general guidance of the

u.s.

Section of the

International Boundary and Water Commission.
ASSEMBLYMAN CONDIT:

And to what level did we, in the

federal government, participate in those projects?
MR. BAUMLI:

The Environmental Protection Agency, or its

forerunners, participated in that project.

The United States
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Section made arrangements for sharing in the construction cos s
of that, the international costs.

The operation

costs

that plant are subsidized by the United States government
on the relative economies between Mexico and the Unit
ASSEMBLYMAN CONDIT:

How long did it take to get

r

ments on those two projects?
MR. BAUMLI:

That plant was brought on line in 1 72.

There was previously a smaller plant that was implement
1960's.

So it was an eight- to ten-year period before t

ant.
ASSEMBLYMAN CONDIT:

Well, this particular probl

en around, I guess, since 1962, maybe longer.

Why are we

know, realizing that we've already established that t
federal government has helped in these kinds of projects,

ar

we hesitant to sit down and really talk turkey on what we
financially and otherwise?
MR. BAUMLI:
ng aspect of it.

Well, I can't really comment on the fi

I think one of the situations at Tijuana i

hat they did have a system, albeit not a reliable system,
they had plans and actually had undertaken construction on i
works there.

t

And so I think it was this expectation that th

re going to be able to do something that would alleviate t
r

lem.

But that obviously hasn't happened.
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ferent than the o
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CHAIRMAN PEACE:

Why don't we do this?

One area I'm

specifically concerned that the members of the committee get some
perspective on -- which there tends to be, in this window of time
anyway, I think an inadequate amount of attention to -- is the
actual circumstance of the estuary; and the wildlife circumstance
there; the fish and game; the fact that we do have a hatchery; a

I

natural hatchery and habitat in that area.

And whatever informa-

tion you can share with us in terms of the impact on the habitat
and what we're doing to that area in the current situation.

And

if you do have any information in terms of some of the different
kinds of things that have been suggested; in terms of possible
interim kinds of activities and what you anticipate their impact
might be.
MR. ROLLINS:

I need to state my name.

Glenn Rollins of

the Department of Fish and Game, out of Sacramento.
I don't have any suggestions as to how the problem can
be solved.

I can tell you that there are valuable resources down

there, both commercial and sport, based primarily on the fishery
resources; that they are being impacted by the untreated waste
sewerage.

We're continually concerned about the possibility of a

severe fish die-off down there; the uptake of heavy metals by
fisheries utilized by the public, and the public health problem.
We are monitoring it to some extent, but I must admit frankly, we
are not monitoring it in any detail.

We don't have the money or

manpower at this point; unless it's designated as a number one
priority item where we can get some funds for it.
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We have five rare and endangered species in the area,
which I can list for you if you're interested: light-footed clapper rail, Beldings savannah sparrow, black rail, brown pelican
and California least tern.

If we continue to subject that estu-

ary to this sort of effluent, we can expect the chronic pollution
to impact the brown

pelic~

and other species that feed on fish

by thinning egg shells, which I'm sure you're all familiar with ;
and a reduction in chick production.
about that.

And we're really concerned

That's our primary concern.

CHAIRMAN PEACE:

Have you •..

Go ahead, Senator.
SENATOR DEDDEH:

With the permission of the chair, what

have you recommended to this Administration, to the Governor, to
include in his Budget for 1984-85 to protect that nationally
recognized estuary and the wildlife that could be endangered?
And they are listening to your testimony.

What have you recom-

mended, your department, to the Governor?
MR. ROLLINS:

I know of no recommendation to the Gover-

nor specific to the Tijuana River.
SENATOR DEDDEH:
saying.

And you-- and I respect what you're

And you're telling us how important that estuary is from

a national standpoint.

And we, from that area, recognize it more

than anybody else.
MR. ROLLINS:

Yes, sir.

SENATOR DEDDEH:

And yet you tell me, I think I heard

you say that you have not made any recommendation, or to your
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knowledge no recommendation has been made to the Governor to
include it in his Budget.
MR. ROLLINS:

Did I hear you correctly?

To my knowledge, I know of none.

not privy to what's in the Budget, sir.

But I'm

I'm sorry to say that.

I known that that kind of question would have been asked of
me today, I would have prepared for it.

I can't give you an

answer on that.
SENATOR DEDDEH:
MR. ROLLINS:

Let me help you

I could use some.

SENATOR DEDDEH:

I will help you.

Let me say, would it

be possible for you, then, to go back, not today, and look at the
Budget and see if, indeed, the Governor's Budget does have funds
to protect this national estuary and to do something about this
serious problem that could endanger the already endangered wildlife and species in that area?
MR. ROLLINS:

Yes, sir, I'd be happy to.

SENATOR DEDDEH:
MR. ROLLINS:

Yes, sir.

SENATOR DEDDEH:
MR. ROLLINS:

And report that to the chairman?

Absolutely.

SENATOR DEDDEH:
MR. ROLLINS:

Will you do that?

All right.

I'm sorry I don't have that information

, fran ly.
SENATOR DEDDEH:

No problem.

ASSEMBLYWOMAN TANNER:
mercial fishing in that area?

Mr. Rollins, what about the com-

MR. ROLLINS:

Well, we have several kinds.

TANNER:
MR. ROLLINS:
s no

I mean,

is

t

How is the commercial fi

i

en affected offshore that I know of to

affect ... ?

sn't real
MR

ROLLINS:

Oh, it certainly can.

If it

as the halibut, which we have a small g
important gill net fishery for hali

s

it

ose fish, yes it could affect
't know of any impact to date.

I

CHAIRMAN PEACE:
Heal

Are you aware of the recent

f

Department to go in and pick up,
went in testing for toxicity

t

e tain areas of the estuary

?

In the south end,

could

big enough to test .
. ROLLINS:
s

I

t,

ked before I came to the meeti

I

ogram, but it does not extend

t

bri
PEACE:
t

was not aware of

0

ac

you that inforraation.
I do feel compell

to

k

a

the fact that in terms of the Budget
t within your department

h
i
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nize the importance of that estuary, we all have a tendency to
compartmentalize everything we do in government.

And you have,

we know, a high profile situation in another estuary that's very
close to this estuary, that you're very conscious of and very
aware of; and that you and I have some real serious differences
of opinion over.

And it's beyond me how you can in good con-

science ignore the single largest and most significant resource
in the South Bay.

And ignore is the only word for it, because

you couldn't possibly come to this hearing, even if you weren't
prepared, even if you weren't coming to this hearing, I would
think you would know what the Budget circumstance was relative to
the Tijuana estuary.

And how you can be so strident in an effort

to "protect," and we can argue in a different forum whether, you
know, that interest is in the best interest of that particular
area -- in an estuary in the sweetwater marsh -- and not know
what's going on in the Tijuana marsh is just beyond my
comprehension.

And it really concerns me.

MR. ROLLINS:

I'm very sorry that I've disappointed you.

I spent most of last night preparing testimony for this committee.

I am not familiar with the Tijuana estuary.

the street.

I work across

I can get you any kind of information you want that

I don't have here today.
CHAIRMAN PEACE:

No, you're missing our point.

I think

what's frustrated those of us that are familiar with both estuaries down there is that the department has given an inordinate
amount of attention to the Sweetwater marsh, and in that which is
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invol

in the Chula Vista LCP, while totally ignoring the

Tijuana estuary.
situation

And we're going to find ourselves in a

re we spent all this time backing and pushing over,

you know, things of this large a magnitude, while we've
collectively -- and I'll share the blame along with you, Mr.
Rollins.

I

1

1 take 50% of it if you'll take the other 50%.

MR. ROLLINS:

I'm not willing to take the other 50%.

No, sir, I'm
CHAIRMAN PEACE:

All right.

Then I'll give you all of

it
MR

ROLLINS:

We have a -- fine, I'll take it all.

have a priority system.

We are very

CHAIRMAN PEACE:
MR. ROLLINS:

That's our point.

•.. and we've got the City of Chula Vista

CHAIRMAN PEACE:
MR. ROLLINS:

That's our point .

..• short of manpower.

CHAIRMAN PEACE:
MR. ROLLINS:

We

Your priorities are screwed up .

... that wants to resolve the Sweetwater

and the Chula Vista marsh area.
the Bolsa Chica marsh.

And we've been working on those

And I'm very sorry, but we're

stretched about as thin as we can get.

Now, if you want to con-

tact the department and see if you can change the priorities that
we have at this point, with our manpower, I'd be happy to comply
th whatever the director wants.

Right now we are straight out

trying to resolve a number of extremely complex
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PEACE:
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CHAIRHAN PEACE:
ment
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So it's fair to s
ason,

for whateve

t

r depart-
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to
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1
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Tijuana e

MR. ROLLINS:

Our

rtment has not

manpower or

es.
CHAIRMAN PEACE:
MR. ROLLINS:

Yes, sir.

CHAIRMAN PEACE:
MR. ROLLINS:
r

Fair enough.

Okay.

That's fair enough.

That's fair to say.
Thank you.

That's quite all right.

Are there any

stions?
ASSEMBLYWOMAN TANNER:

Mr. Chairman.

I think that Mr. Rollins should be given the opportunity
to give us a sketch of what his testimony, his

s

epared testimony

t

MR. ROLLINS:

It simply outlines the important resources

juana estuary; that we are concerned about it; and we'd
gl

to he

the committee in

way possible.

I s

task force, v rious task forces, will be forthc

ct a
~"le

'd like

to be members of that.
And you can read the testimony.
what we have down there:

It basically outlines

orne very important resources.

You

know, I'm real

sorry that we haven't spent as much time on

those as we

some of the more northern areas, but the squeaky

wheel gets the grease.
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t
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throughout

not discover

And that

know, thi

t ee is
up

h
to r

s state that ot
k to a
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f

ts have

r

ally, you
e

1 that you wi

i

eed

th some solutions.

est more slots, more people, for this partie 1

ojec

we would certainly be supportive.
HR. ROLLINS:
r t
t

proje
t

I understand.

I understand

r concern

I can take the message back to t

direc or

committee is very concerned about it and would like to

at our priorities, or have us look at our priorities, and
see if we can't come up with something.
rational
r

And if we don't

at this time, that you would support our

st for additional funds if needed.

len

We do

ts and biologists, pollution 1

know,

t

ave

e

us.

some excel-

s ri

across,

We have the personnel to do it if we can s

and the resources.
ASSEMBLYWOMAN TANNER:

.

ROLLINS:

Fine.

Thank

ry much.

Are there any other question ?

CHAIRNAN PEACE:

No.

I

can just make some recommend-

at ions as to where you can move some personnel.

HR. ROLLINS:

Oh, okay.

there's been a lot of that lately.
rsonnel that's been recommended.

I'd be glad
I

I

lieve

happen to be SOI:le of the

vJe' re left

s aff over here in the main building.

--

pretty short

e
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, are there
very roue ,

stions o

more

Thank
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CHAIRMAN PEACE:
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next?
Coastal

omments?

from the

ion.
MR. PETER DOUGLAS:

r

CHAIRMAN PEACE:

at

Now

r

of us

e

e Senator

la

Vista LCP out of our system -- you're lucky, Peter.
MR

DOUGLAS:

I don't believe you've got it out of your

system.
CHAIRMAN PEACE:
MR. DOUGLAS:

Yes, you're probably right.

Mr. Chairman, my name is Peter Douglas.

I'm Chief Deputy Director of the California Coastal Commission,
and with me is Jim McGrath.

He's one of our senior staff mem-

bers, and is familiar with the background of issues involving the
Tijuana estuary and the sewage treatment facilities that are
ed.

i

And he will outline some of

concerns

we

have.
I'd j st like to make one initial comment, that \vhen the
Coastal

ssion recommend

and pushed, advocat

very

for the est

ishrnent of

juana estuary and sanctuary

that is a f

ral program

was established, in

rd
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one of our intents was to provi

a handle, by the federal gov-

ernment getting involved, to provide funding to solve the sewer
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designated areas for protection and such?
MR. DOUGLAS:

That's right.

CHAIRMAN PEACE:

t are in there?

f

MR. DOUGLAS:
range.

Do you have any idea of the dimensions

It's in the couple of million dollar

There are two estuarine sanctuaries in California:

the

Elkhorn Slough and then the Tijuana River Estuarine Sanctua
there was some money set aside for acquisition
ement.

then for

But obviously, if you don't deal wi

lem, the values in the sanctuary are

c

i

'd like Jim to just go over some of the

vle 've

, so that you know what our role has

sewer

t

once ns

t

, and is

t

now.
Thank you, Mr. Chairman and membe s.
As Peter indicated, the commission's
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In either event, it would be

an activity that would have to come to the Coastal Commission.
CHAIRMAN PEACE:
Commission make?

And what impact evaluations would the

Does their charge extend to evaluating the

impact on resources within the ocean environment as well, or
simply in terms of the coastal impacts per se?

In other words,

would you be charged with reviewing the impact on fish life and,
you know, food chain and that sort of thing, in

erms of the

actual discharge?
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terns of the
rna ives t

fa

a

vJhich Mr.

11 a s

e to

t would provide an

oblem that we have present

in South

San Diego
First of all, let me re
ponds

That is, within

r

to the issue of
tive of

e Ci

holding

of San Diego,

7

to t

strict

f uent

the

South
fact, our
ponds is

o

at ion of

a

San Diego wou

to hook

to t

we
rnment t

rnent of t

t

e

In

o.

ho

i
e the City of

20 days.

lding ponds

e

f

to

act,

om
ra

te f

in the

t

l

ve ass r
ld bear the

u l

e
c

t

t

ral

f

treat-

f

rticular effluent.

CHAIRMAN PEACE:

When is your 120 days up?

COUNCILMAN MARTINEZ:
CHAIRMAN PEACE:

Pardon me?

When's that 120

COUNCILMAN MARTINEZ:

up?

I would say

within what? 30-60

?

HR
Harch,

DENNIS

That was Janua

il,

CHAIRMAN PEACE:
o

End of May.

Is it

I think

the Ci

's

ina ion to renew

not?

COUNCILMAN MARTINEZ:
see any i

so February,

The end of May.

COUNCILMAN MARTINEZ:

that agreemen

24th

ive to

so.

At this particular t
The situation

not

It

, we
anged.

And

were present at the night council meeting

t

we had wh
ASSEMBLYWOMAN TANNER:
COUNCILMAN MARTINEZ:

Have you f nished?
No, I was just --you were at the

night council meeting that we had in San Ysidro when you and I
opposed that whole approach because, as you know and I know,
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emer

re'

rmanent
si

rati

e i
the

1

day of

s

we

the levees

a

e into

a

u i

s

o

energetic

ithin

rs

rt t

con-

ir t or
t

coll

ed one

already had

-frame,

't

11.

ASSEMBLYWOMAN TANNER:
is is all new t

me.

stions?

Could I ask

I've

This is the first t

rd, you know, testimony on this particular subject.
The holding ponds are where?
COUNCILMAN MARTINEZ:
ASSEMBLYWOMAN TANNER:
COUNCILMAN MARTINEZ:
ASSEMBLYWOMAN TANNER:
ponds

ldi

In the United States?
In the United States, yes.
Okay.

The holding ponds are

That's correct

SEMBLYWOMAN TANNER:
rcolate,

groundwate

is

A ve

MARTINEZ:
hi

t

get into

re a possibility it would be in the

t would final

COUNC

sn't

What about

to the -- down into the

water that f nal

drinking water?
Not on

a possibili

, a proba-

rate of probabili

ASSEMBLYWOMAN TANNER:
i

ver.

the sewage before it's treated?

COUNCILMAN MARTINEZ

bili

Are within the Tijuana

Then why are we

ponds?
COUNCILMAN MARTINEZ:

I didn't.

reeing to hold-
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was built,

a

bel ev

ekend.

vlater
ssi

I

ASSEMBLYWOMAN TANNER:
re

tions then?

They do make recommendations.

CHAIRHAN PEACE:
he

Let'

leav

that t

it

was

Th s was one of the Commission's

were kind of under a lot of

1' th

re was a lot of activi

t

ilt on a weekend, one

it was kind of all of a sudden there.
there was a s

at

it broke, and

On Monday, we got up and

holding pond.

ASSEMBLYWOMAN TANNER:

Is the water, is t

area being

monitored for -- is the water that's coming into the tap, the
e's dr

k ng water, is it bei

COUNCILMAN MARTINEZ:
instituted a ve

monitor

'?

Wel , let me just say we have
ram in the a ea for

comprehensive t sting

two reasons.
One,
argument to

o r trip to washington,
ress

ut f

n we

t

o make our

long-term solution,

ing of

we felt that one of the weak areas in our presentation was the
inabili

to quantify those health

degradation
purposes.

cts, and perhaps, the

the water quality itself.

So

t was one of the

f we
e
t

11

t

ument
ou

r

wi

eat

1

to

f

al

that

...1

EPA
at ion

e

t

tion that we've
in office a

s

e ta

re

frus-

nk

fee i

fru tra-

now ove

been

I

a ling

r and we've been

th this

basis.

-t

ASSE!-1BLYHDr-'1AN TANNER:
EPA.

a

e t

ittle over a

issue on a

s

I sense a little frustration from

was

eman here

seem

ing for EPA,

rather frustrat
COUNCILMAN MARTINEZ:
tion.

EPA,

equent to the completion of the techni al report

prepar

Lowry

rt for

this was
Howard,

of the Hous
i

Associates, went on record i

icating sup-

e technology to deal with this problem on a 1

is.
man J

Well, let me tell you my frustra-

II

is the

of

would not.
c

f ustration

e,

t t

I

Publi

Works Committee
rt

s

Now, I'm

ress-

e

rec

r

re the

ri

ng from?
from our

general consensus, not

ink there'

technica

irman of

resentati ves, "Hould

11

I

in re

t

think EPA

he water

li

pe

--

u've heard

ctnd I thi
e involv

a consensus that
is that we

reality of the en ire situation in South San Di
are goi

to

-term

ave to deal

ith the effluent from t

Ci

of
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Tijuana.

And I think that the longer we ignore that, the longer

we're going to perpetuate this problem.
A number of questions have been asked here today by this
committee in terms of, what is it that we can do today?
have to get as exotic as holding ponds.

We don't

We don't have to get as

exotic as hydrasieve aquaculture, which is an exotic technology
-- experimental.

In fact, the City of San Diego has been experi-

menting with that technology over the last few years.

We've just

expanded our experimental plant to a million gallons per day; and
you're talking about an existing flow of about 30 million gallons
per day in Tijuana.
We could build a parallel pipeline; and we had two estimates.

The Utilities Department from the City of San Diego carne

back with a $45 million estimate to construct the sewer trunkline
of 40 million gallons per day, from the existing connection in
Mexico to Pump Station One in the South Bay.

A private engineer-

ing firm told me it would cost $32 million to build that particular facility.

So within a range of $32 to $45 million is a solu-

tion to the problem that we're having -- today, not eight years
from now.
CHAIRMAN PEACE:

Some have indicated that the weakness

in that proposal may be the capacity of the Point Lorna Station.
Have you looked at that?
COUNCILMAN MARTINEZ:
that parallel pipeline.

Yes, we have, in conjunction with

The City of San Diego today, this year,

s allocated $42 million for the expansion of that particular
facility.

6
e

WO d

to e

i

to e

facili

as a part of our normal
of San Diego.
DEDDEH:

. Martine , if we were to
not

rec

Lowry

Associates?

COUNC LMAN I"'ARTINEZ:
p

j

--

t

c

of Tiju
t

e

i

No, I

know, as
a

Rec

i te
1 ion

3

as

ink on a long-term basis

would

tha

c

pe

st we can es

izi

11

xis

-

te

t c

Ti uana p esent y i

n

f f e

r

..

rt,

s

8 to 10 years is

the outfa
0

a 1

a ed

s

85

s

rtant to

the

timate

I.

ec
i

lion gal ons

A
c

ing t

a s
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ing t

s

wa e

Ph as

so
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Color
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to
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et-
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futur
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ocess
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within t
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their f
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ojects

exotic

e

t, do

t

llion
ewe .

r
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So I think that when I say that there's a consensus, or
at least some agreement wi

our technical people that t

t's

the way we need to proceed, I think that the fact that the City
of San Diego says, "this is our proposal, and we think that from
a long-term perspective sometime we should get

e $800 million

to build this particular facility," I think it's valid in that
sense.
But I think at this particular point, Assemblyman Peace,
Senator Deddeh, as representatives of that area, we have a problem now.

We have people that are being threatened on a daily

basis with illnesses that perhaps we don't even know of.
SENATOR DEDDEH:

Has the Martinez Proposal been present-

ed to the city?
COUNCILMAN MARTINEZ:

Yes, it has.

In fact, I was read-

ing Mr. O'Leary's summary that he's presented to you as part of
his testimony.

I felt very complimented that he would include it

in as one of the alternatives.

But obviously that is something

my first objective, Senator, is to obtain the $50 million, and
yesterday .•.
SENATOR DEDDEH:

Would it be from the city?

COUNCILMAN MARTINEZ:

City funds?

Yesterday, I led the fight on the

council to allocate $14,000 to hire a special consultant in Washington to shepherd the bill that is coming out of the Roe and
Howard committees.

We have been assured that with some degree of

expertise on his part that we will have the $50 million as part
of that bill.

Obviously ...
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1984-85?

SENATOR DEDDEH:
COUNCI
feel opt

-- I

t's correct.

HARTINE

t

stic and frankly, I'm not about to give

on it.

I think that a $50 million price

ing has to be
tag for at least a
a

And I

se I

r

is certainly a reasonable

certainly within the reach of

f

Let me just talk about

se

ral government.

Mexican solution.

Basically

question was asked of the International Water and Bounda
ssion, "What is it that you're proposing as a solution to
immediate problem?"

That is correct,

orth as a solution -- "
t

terim" was

e, in fact

r day conveyance
about is 60

tern.
llons

llion

station t

ical

r

or the pump to

s break;

open channel fo

ve geol

you 1 re talki
ing to

t

t

in earlier

flow may

too

be

i

1 to

oblems now, because that's

an open c

r

llion gallon

as stat

terms; that
ic

60

,

it does vJOrk,
, in 1

re we know we

t

eff uent

doesn't work now;

timony, that even

p

And

t was used --

term

t Mexico, Tijuana, in fact, build out

t

tern --

re

ch means

those that are wondering what an open conv

an e system is -- of untreated effluent, traveling in a southerly
d rection

from the

u.s.

border to a point about 5.6

south and dumping it untreated into the surf.
o ution?
I

I

ter

ink that the council as a whole and

been very st
le.

Is that an

les

fast in our contention that that s just not
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But the kicker is this.
t

r project.

at

That's a ten-year
of

e ten

rs, t

make the decision as to whether they will exercise
to develop a sewer treatment facility

oject.

A

will

ir

ion

primary sewer treatment

facility -- at Rosarito, for purposes of reclamation and using
that reclaimed water for irrigation purposes.
ASSEMBLYWOMAN TANNER:

Mr. Martinez, what

gressional representatives have to say?
you on this?

your con-

Are they working wi

This is an unbelievable story.

COUNCILMAN MARTINEZ:

Yes, they are.

as I under-

stand, in the latest caucus ...
ASSEMBLYWOMAN TANNER:

Senator Wilson must be very

familiar with it.
COUNCILMAN MARTINEZ:

Yes, he is, in fact.

Let me just

say this, from a congressional perspective, the bill that's been
authored in the House, sponsored by Duncan Hunter, Congre sman
Hunter, Congressman Packard, and forwar

ASSEMBLYWOMAN TANNER:

COUNCILMAN MARTINEZ:
man Bates is participating.

to the s

ommittee

se are the congressmen from

That's correct;

also Congress-

They've pretty much divided up their

areas of responsibility and the areas that they are going to
attack within that particular process.
our long-term solution.

And they're committed to
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In the meant
what I call fall

, we've also formulated the $50
si ion.

k

And I

think

cessful in that particular thrust, if

t

llion

if we'r

sue-

were to ask me t

what I want from the State of California in terms of a budgetary
commitment, it would

12~%

t

t we normally get from the

state as part of

mat

can stay within

range of $32 to $45 million; however, as you

all knmv, in
gencies.

process.

I'm optimistic

construction project

So I

think that

we

t

should build

con tin-

tween the state and the city, we

ld be able to deve op some kind of a con i

s

CHAIRMAN PEACE:
would it take

t

What's the time line,

e estimate that I had for

construction, which I find hard to
fi

that very

mon

, or we

ern

es

orne up as an i sue,
cil

the event

level t

,_
l..

t we're 1

just described to

ti

we

11 still ke

the
e mean

t's my opinion, at this

ci

cau e it real

li

int
hasn'

.,. plan to put forward to

t what

coun-

.L

t we're successful in achieving the f
ing

r to fund the alternative that I've
I

would then go into some kind of an

ineering approach to what's happeni
bee a us

, Mr. Hartine ,

what do we do in

COUNCILHAN MARTINEZ:
I'm not r

about 18

lieve, would

in the meant

i

we

sign

rd to believe, but

SENATOR DEDDEH:
, what

?

line to be constructed and operati

p

COUNCILMAN MARTINEZ:

I

how long

a. e not sealed

t

this

in
i

e

lding

And we are

et i

I
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sense

The other thing is the diking bothers me,
t when are the
again?

rs or the squirrels going to get energetic

And we've had similar problems of that sort, not just

with the Tijuana River, but also in the sludge beds in Mission
Bay Park.

So that's a history with those kind of -- but I want

to build some security into that system until we can get the
pipeline built.

That would be our next thrust.

The other thing is that although there's a capacity of 3
million gallons per day within the holding pond -- there's no
question it's made the situation better -- however, the thing
that has been neglected in today's testimony is that we still
have 1 million gallons per day flowing into the river.
partial solution at best.

So it's a

There were other ponds being proposed

in conjunction with the existing facility.

But those were, in

ct, denied, as I understand, by the Water Quality Board.
So as you can see, you're hearing the same things
we're been hearing.

And hopefully what you're heari

determination to do something.

t

from me is

I don't know how we're

ing

to do it, but we're going to --I think between the three of us
and the cit2' and Tom Hamilton at the board of supervisors, we're
going to deal with it.

And I think the point we've been trying

to make, and hopefully you'll join us in trying to make, is that
it is an international issue.

The federal government has a pri-

mary role, if not a moral responsibility to deal with that issue.
And I will cont

ue to make that argument.

CHAIRMAN PEACE:

Mrs. Bergeson.
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ASSEMBLYWOMAN BERGESON:
t extent have

coordinat

I'd like to ask a question.
with Fish

Game,

Commission, and other agencies who would be i

To

Coastal

s

w th

1

r particular project?

COUNCILMAN MARTINEZ:

Well -- in my proposal?

ASSEMBLYWOMAN BERGESON:
COUNCILMAN MARTINEZ:
rough that normal process.

Right.

Well, my proposal would have to go
It would just have to go thr

it.

All the jurisdictions that would have any discretionary

a

ri

or review authori

over the project

ASSEMBLYWOMAN BERGESON:

re has been no prel

ry

discussion as far as what impact it might have on ...
COUNCILMAN MARTINEZ:

No, we have not.

We have not

ten to that point at this time.
SENATOR DEDDEH:

You want to

the South Bay has the capacity
South

s the

er it is a

i

C

i

30 million

?

or what

from -- is that

SENATOR DEDDEH:

No.

We are presently

1 the way to Po

COUNCILMAN MARTINEZ:
int, as part of that emerg

t

Lorna.

No, we are present
agreement, taking

, at t

is
15

r day in the existing facility.

SENATOR DEDDEH:

ay.

COUNCILHAN HARTINEZ:
llecting

did I hear you correct

to absorb

COUNC LMAN MARTINEZ:

illion gallons

k up to the South Bay,

In addition to that, we're also

taki g to Point Lorna all of

Sou

fflu-
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ent.

So that's about what? -- 20? -- 20 to 30 million gallons

per day? -- about 20 to 30 million gallons per day
in that existing facility.

t we

e

My proposal would be to build a

parallel pipeline to give us additional capacity exclusively for
Nexico at its present rate of effluent generation.
SENATOR DEDDEH:

Parallel line all the way.

COUNCILMAN MARTINEZ:

That's correct.

That's correct,

and at that particular intercept point, it would intercept the
effluent before it got from the pump station into those lines
t continually break.
SENATOR DEDDEH:

Mr. Chairman, organized labor should

jump at this as creating jobs.
CHAIRMAN PEACE:

Let me ask two questions, one for Mr.

O'Leary and the other one you can probably share.

I'd like to

hear whatever comments you have with respect specifically to Mr.
Martinez' sec

pipeline concept.

And the reason why I'm asking

you that and focusing on that rather than your report per se, is
the recent indications that we get through the newspapers and
other representatives that the feds have basically said, "we
ain't going to fund the O'Leary Report."

And I'd like to also

hear what the city's response, and we've kind of heard some of
that today -- but I mean, to whatever extent you have a change of
attitude: are you re-looking; are you going to look at a different kind of proposal; are you looking at the Bates Hydrasieve;
are you looking at the aquaculture proposals; are you going to
rethink your position; or are you going to stick with what
got and move forward?

've
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MR. O'LEARY:

Well, Mr. Chairman •..

CHAIRMAN PEACE:
MR. O'LEARY:

Martinez question first, though.

Well, Mr. Chairman and members of the

committee, that's actually one of the questions that was put to
e City of San Diego that's covered in the written testimony
that I submitted to the committee before we sat down.
1

And if the

term solution to the problem is farther off than we had

anticipated when we prepared the report, which said that as of
October 1984, the beginning of the 1985 fiscal year, the federal
government should

making progress in getting things studi

designed and preparing for construction, what Mr. Martinez is

s

sting will give, I believe, a longer breathing

e to our

area.
Now, as you point out, Mr. Peace, things are changing.

o

in the per

tive of

r solutions.

However, I should also say that this is one of

emergency s

se changes, we may have to seek

rt-term and interim solutions that the

i

c uncil has directed that our firm study, in another contract
that we will have wi

city which we anticipate will be

approved this month; and among the other items that
st

11

ied as short-term alternatives.
And t

se are alternatives that were recommended to the

city during its series of four hearings on the report that we
red: retention ponds, which have been discussed

already~

multiple aquaculture ponds, aquaculture ponds at the mouths of
each one of the canyons that have been discuss

here, thr
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which sewage enters the United States; the use
existing and partially complet
does not complete the single-lift
now partially complete; interim use of

s

f Tijuana's
t

if

ng station which is on
e San Diego Metropolitan
t

system for additional flows for Tijuana

t's Mr

plan; a Tijuana gravity interceptor - that's runni
through the Tijuana Valley with a

Martinez'
a line down

on a

tal

end of that line to carry raw sewage from the entire Ci
Tijuana down to that location and then to pump it up to their
canal; and other potential interim solutions.
And as you mentioned a little bit earlier, there have
been other ideas relative to the long-term solution that have
been presented to the city that will also be referred to us: the
hydrasieve treatment that Congressman Jim Bates has espoused; an
alternative treatment and discharge scheme which proposes a
1,000-foot long ocean outfall off the mouth of the Tijuana River
to discharge primary effluents into the ocean; a solids handling
alternative, which follows the program that the San Diego

ion

Reclamation Authority at Santee has been developing, to prepare
lightweight aggregate out of the s

solids; and a proposal by

an organization named the Energy Store, whi

proposes putting

the raw sewage flows out of Mexico into ponds at the mouth of
each one of these canyons and then disinfecting it with chlorine
before it's released out into the river
outflows occur, and under emergency basis.

in should these
This is very similar

to what the Boundary and Water Commission recommended to the
Regional Water Quality Control Board at its last meeting.
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're correct.

And so, as I said earlier,
all these alternatives, we will

k

t

ly submitted to the city.

And I

nto account chan

our r

ing conditions, which have changed sine

rt was original

our r

think

In reviewing

rt act

as a

catalyst for all of these changes to occur
CHAIRMAN PEACE:

As a final

s

ment with the federal government is runni
year on even taking the Mexican sewage.

s

ci
,

I

What is

ree-

li

is

game p

on

reaction to the obvious request for renewal of that agreement?
COUNCILMAN MARTINEZ:

Let me just s

1

don't think it looks good, in the sense of

Mr. Peace, I
city

ing overly

exuberant to renew that agreement.
CHAIRMAN PEACE:

Do you think the city will just refuse

to renew the agreement?
COUNCILMAN MARTINEZ:

Well, it certain

our mind, provides us a certain degree of,
with the federal government to try to get

, at least in
fully, leverage

ir attention in

terms of dealing with some of the problems that we think they
ought to be dealing with in the south
CHAIRMAN PEACE:

Thank you.

Pat Gayman and Gary Stephany, for
Diego.

County of San

Then they're going to give us some information s

ifi

cally on the
Thank you, Uvaldo.
back?

Take it ea

When are you

ing

e
We're going to want to hear specifica
the immediate health circumstance,

in

on t

rmati

3

issue of

that

e

Department of Health has; the testing that has gone on to date,
viral and from a toxic standpoint.
MS. PATRICIA GAYMAN:

Mr. Chairman, Patricia Gayman,

representing the Board of Supervisors of San Diego County.
I'm having distributed to

comments

Hamilton, who is Chairman of the Board of
whose district this is occurring.

Supervisor Tom

rvisors and also in

He deals with the history of

San Diego's involvement in this project and

is problem since

1980, when the flood occurred and the lines broke; and the
involvement of the County Health Department since that time.
I'd like to introduce to you Mr.

ry St

the Environmental Health Protection Division
Department of Health.

And he can tell

ef of

f the County

more

cifically t

efforts of the county in this regard.
MR. GARY STEPHANY:

Assemb

Peace, I'm Ga

Stephany, Chief of Environmental Heal

San

ie

Coun

rt-

ment of Health Services.
I have a letter here that we've passed out, from Dr.
Ramras, to each committee member.
that we're very concerned.
Tijuana River bed.

But basically, what it says is

The sewage is corning out of this

It's constantly checked in the beach areas.

We had to close the beach last year, a

2~

mile stretch of beach

a total of 309 days last year the beach was closed.

On some

occasions it got clear up to Silver Strand and we had to close
that up to 20 days.

e

As everyone knows, and as

re

0

s a

z

1

that sewage is a real problem from a

in

ty of disease agents can be spread by s
And this is well documented in medical

var e-

A

nat

water

Some

f

e

agents that have caused disease incl

a,

shigella, hepatitis, and several
stantly checked the waters there and we
extremely high counts of bacteria, viruses,
cholera-type agent, even though this
that would cause cholera.

But it i

even

sn't

cho

ra

agent

an

us

this is.
The other concerns vle

rt

ve,

testing on, are the hazardous toxics

e
ver 1

the results back on these because it takes
these.

But we took a total of 150 s

both soil and sediment samples.
s

s

s

t two weeks

\rJe I Ve al

r

es, and we expect these results

weeks.

the n
On the one h

We don't know what it will

comes out very positive, it just stre ses
at ion is there.

rtic

I

t few
if it
sit

r

On the other hand, if it comes

this just means that maybe on that

a

k

+-'
... 1ve,

nothing wa

So vle are very con-

dumped into the river or into the s
cerned, and we

0

...

CHAIRMAN PEACE:

Sir, let me ask

other words, you have not done any ki

a question.

In

of on-going scientific

75
a

I want to phrase this right -- testi
i

scientifically valid from the s

wou

t

breadth of collection over a period of t
that you're not just looking at a static

be ace

g

as

h of a

such to insure
, as oppos

to

the actual situation?
MR. STEPHANY:

We do daily testi

that's as scientific as you can get.

bacteria, and

We hav

lem

th

that and we've actually
CHAIRMAN PEACE:

MR. STEPHANY:

So the problem is in the toxics in the

The problem is in the toxics.

you're dealing in -- if you're checking for, s

When

121 priority

pollutants, it costs anywhere from $1,000 to $10,000 per sample.
CHAIRMAN PEACE:

And the county just doesn't have the

resources or the equipment to deal with it?
MR. STEPHANY:
CHAIRMAN PEACE:

No, we do not.
Okay.

ASSEMBLYWOMAlJ BERGESON:

Mrs. Bergeson.
Has there been any documentary

evidence of any disease as a result of any of this?
MR. STEPHANY:

We cannot really pinpoint anythi

like

this, because a lot of the diseases that we're talking about from
sewage are a gastrointestinal-type disease, which have

e same

symptoms as flu-type -- you have the same symptoms as with flu.
And as a result of this, there's just no way to really pinpoint
the cause when somebody gets sick or not sick.

If you look

through the literature, it's documented time and time again about
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p

different epidemics that
from sewage.
darn

e been caus

world

And so, all I can

lucky in San Diego County,

eep

ing

luck.
ASSEMBLYWOMAN BERGESON:
the liability situation?
tential problem?

Wel

that, what is

w

Does the ci

as a

lem, a

And if so,

MR. STEPHANY:

?

Well, from a

our

county counsel even tells us that lega
money to solve the problem because
another country.

So without a vote o

CHAIRMAN PEACE:

ney, so

I

the

c

I've got an Attor

that probably-- I'll forward t
MR. STEPHANY:

from

e s

General's Opinion

t to

But anyway,

can't speak for liability.

t

not an

s

I do not

however, if you were a private citizen

a s

and your system was overflowing and

tor-

ee it for us;
ic tank

tern

t have it correct

within 30 days, we'd have you up on either

nal charges

and/or we'd have fixed the system and put a lien on your
operty.

That's the best way I can
CHAIRMAN PEACE:

Okay, thank

Miss susan de Treville from the So

st Wetlands

Interpretive Association.

That's almost as hard to s

Committee on International

~Jater

Treatment

That's the first time I've done it fir

try.

as the

Reclamation.

e 77
us

MISS SUSAN DE TREVILLE:
my c

ran of

h

rts, so presumably he 11 be
CHAIRMAN PEACE:

There you go.

MISS DE TREVILLE:
CHAIRMAN PEACE:

Ok
He's c

MISS DE TREVILLE:

rs of

Mr. Chairman and

com-

mittee, my name is Susan de Treville,

m working under a

grant to the Southwest Wetlands Inter

etive Association from

State Coastal Conservancy.

And I want to make it clear that my

comments here are on behalf of SWIA, rather than the Conservancy,
which hasn't adopted an official policy yet on t
border sewage question.

My contract is to address the declining
to work

water quality in the Tijuana River and estuary,

th

officials on both sides of the border.
d lies in

Because 75% of the Tijuana River water

lings with the Mexican

Mexico, I've been concentrating on
officials at the federal level.

Recently, I

t a week in

Mexico City as the guest of Luis Sanches
sor to the minister of SEDUE.
Enri

While

Dau, who's Director General fo

P

li
t

Wo ks; Francisco
for

ogy; Wilfreda Contreras, Dir ctor General for

life and Plants; Cliff Metzner, Science
with the U.S. Embassy in Mexico Ci

i-

was there I met with

Bahamonde, engineer in charge of inves i
of Ec

rmona, who's

; Brian

rtmen
i

l

Technology Attache
Domecq, who's

President of Pronatura, which is the largest conservation organization in Mexico; and Pedro Reyes-Castillo, Director of the

8
Institute of Ecology.

He's invol

ram

UNESCO

i

Man in the Biosphere.
While I was there I toured two small

t projec s

i

ea

wastewat

Cuernavaca which were using water hyacinths f
treatment.
I

should mention at this junctu

Mexico City,

I

was struck with t

that are occurring there.
rate.

t

Mexico now

t

Australia.

tive,

in understanding that Mexico City does 't

should also say that

I

23

I

in t

i

Mexi-

continent of

the

jump on this as their top priority

,

e

co City has a larger population t
Getting that into pers

to

lems

On the way in to Mexico City from t

I

tr

i

t

kilometers of barrio with 6 million pe

I

think, is important

u

l

f

a s

1

was in

scientists
s

And last Saturday, following

the U.S. in San Diego, I had br

th

s

b

the competence of the Mexican engineer
with.

ri

t

t

I

me

en Mex co
Luis

s

Calderon and Francisco Bahamonde in Tijuana.

And Ca

Director General for Water Contamination,

he's

ron is the
r ia Tech

man.
I think the problem in Mexic , hist

ical

has been

the fact that SEDUE, or the federal government, has been in
charge of public works, or actual build

g

rejects; wher

t

state government has been in charge of operation and maintenance.
Never the twain shall meet.
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In my discussions with Jose Luis Calderon, we discussed
ideas on reclamation.
priorities.

And that is certainly one of

ir

Mexico, last year, imported over 14 million metric

tons of grain.

And this is really abominable considering ...

CHAIRMAN PEACE:

Excuse me.

You

rd the EPA represen-

tative
MISS DE TREVILLE:

Yes.

CHAIRMAN PEACE:

testify to the fact that in their

meetings with SEDUE that the subject of the use of reclaimed
water was essentially not discussed and it was his impression out
of those meetings, that there was little -- the representative is
still here, so if I misstate this, please correct me.
That it was his impression that there
be little interest on the part of
use of reclaimed water.

Are your i

Okay?

ed, at th s
Mexican

f

t

rnment in t

ress ons different than

that?
MISS DE TREVILLE:
from that.

My impressions are very different

In fact, the Mexican government has appropriated six

million pesos to undertake a study,

ich I understand will be

completed by the end of this month 1 to evaluate areas on which
they can use reclaimed water.
CHAIRMAN PEACE:

Well, to what would you attribute

difference in perception?
MISS DE TREVILLE:
to the meetings.

I have no idea, since I wasn't privy

They were closed meetings.
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CHAIRMAN PEACE:

reason

Is there

i

while in Mexico in dealing with these

gathered

dua s that t

t

not want to discuss their interest in reclamation?
MISS DE TREVILLE:

Not at all.

To the contrary, I think

they were very open to appropriate technology.
CHAIRMAN PEACE:

Were any of the

e that you talked

with involved, to your knowledge, in the meetings
MISS DE TREVILLE:
CHAIRMAN PEACE:

th Americans?

Yes.
They were.

So

were talking to

same people?
MISS DE TREVILLE:
CHAIRMAN PEACE:

Well, in some cases,
Okay.

MISS DE TREVILLE:

Go ahead,

s.

ahead.

I wish I had a

there are a lot of misconceptions floati
Mexican conveyance systems.

ause I think
ar

t

There are actu 1

two total

two
if-

ferent conveyance systems with different pumpi
And I didn't come with an overhead pro ect

0

i

i

my discussions with ...
CHAIRMAN PEACE:

We just happen to have an overh

ejector.
MISS DE TREVILLE:
CHAIRMAN PEACE:
MISS DE TREVILLE:
CHAIRMAN PEACE:
had an overhead projector.

Oh!

11 this

oject?

Always prepared.
Great.
You guys write that down:
Come on!

Peace even
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(LAUGHTER)
MISS DE TREVILLE:

Calderon mentioned that -- I don't

know if any of you have seen the Tijuana Ecoplan, whi

was

prepared by SEHOP during the Lopez-Portilla regime; but it's
176-page document which gives land use planning for the entir
Municipio of Tijuana.
Much of the area -- it won't work?
ency.

It's not a t ans

I guess it won't show.
CHAIRMAN PEACE:

Erase that.

Never mind.

(LAUGHTER)
MISS DE TREVILLE:

At any rate, much of the l

the conveyance system is in agriculture currently.

nea

The conv

ance goes down the -- well, you can see on that map there

it

basically goes parallel to the coast to a point 5.6 miles below
the border.

currently, it's in agriculture.

It's dry land

ri-

culture without any sort of irrigation.
Some of the areas we discussed was the possibility
creating a national park along the ridge top.

If any of you

toured the actual conveyance system, you've seen the fact that
it's very bleak.

And they were talking of ...

CHAIRMAN PEACE:

Did you address the issue of how much

it would cost for them to utilize
MISS DE TREVILLE:
CHAIRMAN PEACE:
MISS DE TREVILLE:

Yes.
... and distribute this water?
Right.
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CHAIRMAN

es

rces

t

rk

t

s real

r
i

i

a us

a d,

ltura
c

f, on the mesa,

use of
i at ion f r use

was direc
line,

p

WOU

,

t

oul

me

k

d be a

st for a

s waul
f

11 to

11

e most rea

t

1

r

latera

fo

tr

liv-

off

ti

is water

incere in

hon
s counter

i

a

w
i

water

i

rt

1

-- as an effluent

83
polishing method.

So we have agreed to meet again in two wee

o discuss some more alternatives.
CHAIRMAN PEACE:

MISS DE TREVILLE:

What does that mean?

fluen

Effluent polishing

i

mean

ting water to a higher degree of treatment.
CHAIRMAN PEACE:

In other words, you use t

after it's already been through a treatment
MISS DE TREVILLE:

in

oil ty

Through some sort of tr

Which brings up why I'm here.

The

sibili

a method that's already proven for treatment which wou d be
low cost and it would address all of the in, out, s
term pr

rt

ems with this problem.
"In" means, in this case, the amount of sewage

currently being collected in Tijuana.
be

t's

As has been menti

re, only somewhere between 30% and 50% of Tijuana's s
ua 1

collected in a system-- and that's what we're

ut here

which will go down the conveyance

be treated in

som~

tern, o

way.

The "out" part which we have to grapple wi

i

that much of Tijuana is currently still on pit privies, s

i

tanks, and some people are actually discharging into storm

a ns.
ti

is needs to be addressed in a comprehensive

i

manner.
The short-term solution, regardless of how we're

t, would require discharge into the ocean, eit

r at Po
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as we're current
tinez' scheme; o
In the 1
lemented

ing it, or as wou
raw, 5 6

, wate

because water

r.

reclamation would be

s in Mexico are cl

are

In discussions wi
r

r

low

te

r faster than

in Councilman

ing as

re.
neers on both sides of

var

r, I have put t

gr

r sort o

of

~-

a

-national ad hoc group of engineers: Dr. Bill Stewart from
nitas, and carlos de la Parra, who was formerly the head of
te's treatment facility.
dea of using hydrasieves,

And t

ther

ich

came up with an
bandied about.

A hydrasieve, basical

, stationary, stain-

is a cur

s steel filter without any moving parts.
over it and trap the solids.
arnount of suspended soli

And the wastewaters

It will also remove a signifiand get

BOD down a little

We suggested to Jose Luis Calderon that hydrasieve screens
n

e

tween

pi

a

t 300 feet of h

e the load on

sti

k trickling filte s.
t have one.

to

pumps.

Secondly, we're s

c

r one,

careful

0

d

on

as Dennis 0

have to
generate

a

at the 5.6 mile mark, we

I
are

collect anaer

i
les

i

d brought one today 1
ich are made out of

cteria.

nat on

two

us

f

ese

1

gree of treatment as
r to

rt,

ld recommend

Then we

as an

ocean
esti

is

terim

lor

or

rt-term

t

CHAIRMAN PEACE:
ld go thr

Does

t mean

1

e estuary?

ISS DE TREVILLE:

CHAIRMAN PEACE:

No, no, no.

We're ta

In Mexico?

TREVILLE:
IRMAN PEACE:

In Mexico.
Okay.

MISS DE TREVILLE:
20

pr

e

The cost on doing that wou

llion gallons a day -- would be $200,000
screens; and $550,000 for the BI
not tal i

inf a

r

ek filt r
uc

ck work and so fo
t -- a total of $75 ,00

t

emanating from Tijuana t
i
1

s nee it s

ular form.
at all assumes t

r

s

is way would be it can be

11

transpor

south

t

e

.
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MISS DE TREVILLE:
new

a br

tern.

ine

of

rs because

concrete.

r

e not

t

r

r in

new 42-

ki

essure main
has a

commented that he thinks it on

20

t

One

s is a

, I know,

Now this,

t's ri

ternative.

f

rogen su

ide

s eat

But in 20 years maybe we can discuss
But the

of San Di

ineers

've t

to in

Donnelly is one of them who has tour

pipeline and feels it is pretty darned good.
big wif" at this point is what the pumps look like.
e

in a r

t

ssion for serial numbers on the pumps so we might

r

t er i
ery

t through the International Boundary

of what

nterest

inv

ir capabilities are.

Calderon was

in this idea, especially when we told him the

v
Last week, Carlos de la Parra, who I men ioned is
t

we've

t

t

r,

tate government

eceived a contract fr
, to build a 15,000

ulture unit at Puerto Nuevo,
s is to ace

talk

to t
us om
I antici

rt

i

te a smal

rasieve

own

and

rasi ve screen to
te that BI

k

low
t

are, free
r

1

is

t, just
same.

e an on-line pilot in Mexico that can be vi

So
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In

e short term, it seems that possibly a

lot

is concept could be constructed between the emer
and on Hunters Pond 1 which could, one, treat the effluent
into the pond and give us some idea of how well it works,
reduce some of the load on the treatment plant at Point
Not getting into the touchy end of who pays for what, it

eems

like it might be explored, that
CHAIRMAN PEACE:
Point Lorna Plant?

suspended solids.

water,

t

The Point Lorna Plant ...

MISS DE TREVILLE:
BOD

How would that change the 1

It would just pull down some
They'll still get the same amoun

sically.
CHAIRMAN PEACE:

MISS DE TREVILLE:
CHAIRMAN PEACE:

But capacity isn't measured on

No, no, no.
... it's purely on the volume

in, so
MISS DE TREVILLE:

But what I'm suggesting is

t t

treated effluent be discharged into Point Lorna.
CHAIRMAN PEACE:
MISS DE TREVILLE:

Okay.
Just as an experimental basis.

then if it works as well as we anticipate, then turn around
hand it to Mexico.
CHAIRMAN PEACE:

All righty.

As long as we've h

Ladin, would you like to make any comments?
t your feeling is on some of that.
you st

re, okay, Susan?

some

I'd like to hear

Why don't you just come
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MISS DE TREVILLE:
MR. DELANEY:

Okay.

Mr. Chairman, yes, I believe, in the pro-

posal that was just presented, that there are several very important factors left out.

One, what do you do with all the solids

that are collected?
MISS DE TREVILLE:
MR. DELANEY:

Landfill.

Secondly, what is the degree of treatment?

Because I find it very difficult to believe that you can put in a
20 million gallon per day treatment plant for $750,000.
MISS DE TREVILLE:
MR. DELANEY:

That's not what I said.

My parent agency -- beg pardon?

MISS DE TREVILLE:
said that's the hardware.

I said, that's not what I said.

I

We figure it would probably be about a

Ilion dollars in concrete block work and that sort of thing.
MR. DELANEY:

Ever1 if you could put it in ...

MISS DE TREVILLE:
MR. DELANEY:

No ocean outfall.

... for, say $1,750,000, that's an extreme-

cheap wastewater reclamation treatment plant.

Our State Water

Resources Control Board has evaluated hundreds of different
schemes for wastewater treatment and disposal.

We don't know of

any particular ...
CHAIRMAN PEACE:
MR. DELANEY:

•.. methodology-- I beg your pardon?

CHAIRMAN PEACE:
MR. DELANEY:

Have you evaluated this one?

Have you evaluated this one?

We haven't evaluated this particular sche-

matic and I believe that there are several important factors that
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are missing.
collected?

One, what do you do with all the solids that are
I don't see any way to get rid of that.

And in a

proposal that the State Water Resources Control Board looks at,
we look at what do you do with the final disposal of solid;
ause you just can't keep accumulating on site.
expensive.
ocess.

That's very

Many times that's the most expensive part of the
Lead digestion

CHAIRMAN PEACE:

Okay, let's take them one at a time.

That's the first thing.
MISS DE TREVILLE:

Okay.

The solids accumulation, we

discussed with Calderon; and it would probably, because of the
very siting of pump station number one, it would have to be
trucked and landfilled.
CHAIRMAN PEACE:

But now you've got a toxics waste

problem.
MISS DE TREVILLE:

No, not necessarily.

The thing I

t to dispute here is that in Tijuana, we don't have a real
toxics problem yet.

Look at the figures in the Lowry Report.

One is expressed in parts per thousand.
rts per billion.

One is expressed in

Tijuana's toxics are certainly no greater

than San Diego's.
CHAIRMAN PEACE:
MISS DE TREVILLE:

Have we tested for toxics?
There's a continual monitoring pro-

am that the City of San Diego ...
CHAIRMAN PEACE:
MISS DE TREVILLE:

For toxics?
For toxics, at the interceptor.
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We've

itoring

re's not a cont nual

No,

MR. DELANEY

we have,

aken a few
a ken

itself.

mo

, as

know, will

t two we

s

rom --

re available.
One of

t eatment

i

k we

other items that
t out of a

memory is correct from

is

l I saw for this

ch into

take 20
f

rge it across

dis

e for
As a matter of

surf zone.

llons per day of a

Ilion

ry

se pr

imary treatment is not

rge across

is.

like

rasieve, we're talking, essentially, about a
A dense

at

to 1

e primary

e surf zone, even 5.6 miles

the border, I can guarantee you, you'll create a
dis

oblem. If

a condition

rge it thr

juan a River

t

permanen

rant ne of
e.

to

r an
rge to

s

format on
...

t

l-

tern

r

ce

11

ry treat-

disagree with
I

a

I

Do

EACE

to

agree

1

then,
r

just

racter-

9

MISS DE TREVILLE:
CHAIRMAN PEACE:

I agree, yes.
Okay.

I just want to

clear is what the difference of opinion is.

t

t
In

feel that the system goes beyond the point
or is the disagreement about what's adequate.
MISS DE TREVILLE:
CHAIRMAN PEACE:

No.
Okay, you both agree it's

primary treatment.
MISS DE TREVILLE:
CHAIRMAN PEACE:

Right.
Okay.

MISS DE TREVILLE:

Yes, and the point is,

Lowry Report, in its original $729 million form also is
pr

ry; however, you dump it 5.2 miles out in the oce

are
CHAIRMAN PEACE:

Well, then, is that -- let's ass

just for talking purposes that everything that's been sai
point is valid.
water

Then would this system comb

whatever.

to

e w

That long pipe out

MISS DE TREVILLE:
CHAIRMAN PEACE:

Ocean outfall.
That's it.

Would that,

t

criteria?
MR. DELANEY:

Absolutely.

advanced primary treatment.

Advanced primary treatment

It doesn't make any dif

h

achieve it.
CHAIRMAN PEACE:
c
I

And do you believe that

would accomplish that?
Q

,.. • •

?

Or do you know, or are

ras
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MR. DELANEY:

I don't know.

I do know that when we used

hydro ...
CHAIRMAN PEACE:
HR. DELANEY:

Beg pardon?

CHAIRMAN PEACE:
MR. DELANEY:

What would it take to evaluate that?

What would it take to evaluate that?

You'd have to have

first of all, you'd

have to determine -- I understand there's a 20 million gallon
plant operating someplace.
does a good job.

You have to determine if that

I know when we had hydrasieve at the West Gate

California Tuna Cannery, they had some problems with those things
plugging up from the ...
MISS DE TREVILLE:

I checked on that after we spoke.

they were using the wrong size screen.
MR. DELANEY:

Well

MISS DE TREVILLE:

There are over a hundred hydrasieve

municipal sewage treatment facilities in the United States, and
ere's a massive one in Japan that I've written for information
on.

A big one in Ohio, the guy that operates the plant said he'd

e willing to provide any information that this committee would
want on it.
CHAIRMAN PEACE:
MR. DELANEY:

Okay, well let's ...

We're not against -- if there's a good

thod of advanced primary treatment that's different from contiona! sedimentation tanks and chemicals, that's fine.

I do

t, though, look at what you have to do and include in the
ost of that alternative the solids handling, because many times
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solids processi
ust

tti

the

1

CHAIRMAN PEACE:

ocess them

The other thing ...

It's a s

MR. DELANEY
to

ling is much more expensive than

h

final dispose them, that's expensive.

CHAIRMAN PEACE:
cerns me

e matter to get them out, but

is i

other thing, of course, that con-

that,

ical

, you're talking about a sys-

tern that would go in place on the Mexican side, right?
MISS DE TREVILLE:

Right.

CHAIRHAN PEACE

which we

ve

little contr

ove .
MISS DE TREVILLE:
t we -- unless th
ir water, we

Hexicans want to play ball and give us

't

e

CHAIRMAN PEACE:
th

Well, you've got to face the fact

control anyway.
Well, we do to the extent that even if

Mexicans weren't going to "

ball," certainly with some of

different notion

t

u i

as it comes across, there would at least be

t s

otective

ism

ther that's

t have been put forward in terms of

~'Ve

can ar

fail-safe mec

sm on

ree.

I

u.s.

be a mechanism for

r nation.

might even ar

opriate

MISS DE TREVILLE:

lorination

I

I

I

si

ink we need some sort
of the border,

e some serious

ther it
lms about

d scharge into the estuary without first dechlo-

And that would drive

cost way up, too.
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CHAIRMAN PEACE:

Okay.

Thank you.

Thank you all.

think that does it.

I'm not going to prolong it anymore.

Goodbye, everybody.

Thank you, Marian.
(Thereupon this Hearing of the Assembly
Select Committee on International Water
Treatment and Reclamation was ajourned at
approximately 4:00p.m.)
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REPORT BY VANCE WHITE, CHA!R}'f..AN
TIJUANA SEWAGE ACTION COMMITTEE
SAN YSIDRO TOWN COUNCIL, INC.
SOLUTION TO THE TIJUANA SEWAGE POLLUTION OF THE
AND LOCAL COASTAL AREAS

TIAJU&~A

RIVER VALLEY

Due to the recent decision by the Federal government not to fund
their share of the $729 million sewage facility proposed by Lowery and
Associates, it has become obvious that we must find a less expensive

•

method of deal

with the

I have been investigating this

particular problem for over a year, I feel confident that a solution to
the dilemma may be reached now.
To begin, please let me summarize currer.t problems:

At the

time, approximately 13 MGD of sewage are being pumped into the San Diego
Metro system through the emergency Tijuana connection near Stewart's
Drain.
The

This is operating at full capacity around the clock.
pond at Stewart's Drain

constructed

receives two to three MGD between 10 a.m. and 12 midn

, at midnight

it is drained into the San Diego Metro system.
tocated approximately one eighth mile west of the holding pond on
Mon~~ent

Road, is a sewage

lion gallons a day.

which flows at a rate of one-half to one

It runs beneath Monument Road into a gully that

borders a dairy farm on the west side.

It then collects in an area north

of the farm and covers approximately three acres, it does not drain into
main river and is in fact approximately one fourth of a mile away
from the main flow of the river.

This flow, which we will call Canyon del

Sol has, in the last year, been intermittent but, since the construction of
the

, been profuse and continuous.
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Smuggler's Gulch, located approximately 200 yards

west of the inter-

section of Hollister and Monument Road flows at the rate of one to three
MGD.

There were times last year when the flow increased to the point that

the road was submerged almost one foot in sewage and the road was closed.
The flow from Smuggler's Gulch currently does not flow into the Tiajuana
River but collects on approximately 10 acres of the Martin Ranch.

Jim

Martin says that this has been going on since November when the sediment
from the river blocked off the flow from Smuggler's Gulch.

It is safe to

estimate that there is approximately 30 million gallons of raw, untreated
Mexican sewage standing in this pond today only yards from the river.
West, about one mile, is Goat Canyon.

It is here that a sewage line

erupted and caused major pollution and the closing of local

u. s. beaches.

At present there is a minor flow here but it does not reach the ocean.
Prior to the break, the sewage was pumped approximately three miles south
and dumped, untreated into the ocean.
The last point of pollution, which I now under9tand has been cured,
came from the community of Playas de Tijuana which produced approximately
600,000 gallons a day which was dumped raw into the ocean because last
year's storms destroyed the treatment plant.
One area of pollution which seems to have been totally ignored is the
Tijuana River itself.

The City of Tecate currently produces approximately

one to two million gallons of sewage a day, some of this created by the
brewery, a slaughter house, and some from domestic households.

This

sewage is dumped into the Alamar River which eventually flows into the
Tijuana River just below Rodriguez Dam.
There is also some pollution from Tijuana itself generated from the
storm drains which flow into the river.

The fact that not all households

are hooked up to the sewage system also contributes to the problem.
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MEXICO'S SOLUTION

, they will have

Hopefully in less than 30
Goat Canyon and will then
ocean.

the

to pump sewage south,

d~~ping

at

it in the

Once more we can all go down to the beach, with prayer books in

hand, and pray to God and mother nature to keep the currents flowing south
and pray that there will be no summer tropical storms reversing ocean
currents.

This solution will supposedly eliminate the need for the pond

at Stewart's Drain but I am sure the pond will remain in the event of
future problems.
~EXICO'S

LONG TERM SOLUTION

Mexico is currently constructing a 60 MGD pipeline which is 99%
It was
south

supposed to

the sewage l

.6 miles

the border near Rosarito Beach and dump the sewage raw into the

ocean.

However, it has been terminated 5.6 miles below the border.

my

It

that the plliups for this system have been

and are in a warehouse in Tijuana and that the only thing
up is the purchase of the
the

brackets, electrical switches, and

of the pump house.
Several

we can

sure of!

line in about one year.

First, Mexico will

Second,

the

will then not have a need to

the emergency line which cost them thousands of dollars each year.
will then be
below the border.

the full amount of sewage producec 5.6 miles
We can

go down to the beach with prayer books

in hand and pray that the tides will keep moving south.
A BETTER SOLUTION

First of all the city of San Diego through the city council and the
manager's office should order the Water and Utilities Department to
conduct tests and

engineering data on the costs and

-3-
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feasibility of creating a third aquaculture test facility located at three
sites along the border.

Since the Mission Valley facility was funded from

both city and federal monies, the Feds should come up with a large part of
the money to fund this project.
The study could be done in about 90 days or less (per Dr. King's
estimates).

As soon as the study is complete, construction could begin

which would take from three to six months.

The sites to be considered

are the rock quarry site at Canyon del Sol (approximately six to eight
acres to treat one to two million gallons a day).

Smuggler's Gulch, south

of Monument Road approximately 12 to 16 acres to treat three to four MGD
and six to eight acres at Goat Canyon to treat approximately two MGD.
Note the

corr~ined

amount is more than is currently a problem; however,

this will allow for an even constant flow and takes the pressure off the
emergency line.

The Mexican

Gcverr~ent

should be requested to provide

personnel to help operate the facilities so that tttey can obtain hands-on
experience in the operations of this type of system and hopefully they
will be able to use this experience in developing their own aquaculture
plants once their pipeline is complete.

We should encourage Mexico to

begin construction of their own aquaculture facilities at various locations
along

~~e

coast.

The water which can be reclaimed may well be the incentive

that Mexico will need to treat their own sewage rather than dumping it raw
into the ocean to the detriment of both countries.
Dr. King has stated that the cost of an aquaculture facility (not including solar covers, plumbing, Methane digesters, etc.) would cost approx.
1.5 million dollars per million gallons treated per day.

This would mean

a cost of 12 million dollars to perhaps a high of 25 million depending upon

-4-

some of the variable circumstances.
the long

ru~

for producing energy.

Methane digester could prove profitable
The harvested hyacinths could s

or sold to the farmers in the

up dried and
livestock feed supplement.

as mulch

Perhaps the most important advantage to

this type of facilities is that it can be expended or contrated
as the future demands.
There has been some recent discussion of the use of a

•

s should be

further.

sive and

There are also cormnercially available

cal culture supplements that may also aid in the solution to the
Located in Volume II of the Lowery Report apprendices, is a
report

the Mexican government of the use of biological cultures for
sewage treatment.
~icrobic

The company that provided the cultures is

Technology.

It would appear from CESP's own test

reports, that not only are harmful pathogenic bacteria reduced in dramatic
numbers, but fats and odors are greatly reduced.
and mosquito larvae.

treatments for control of
the

~h2re

are also biological

It would appear that

, reduce the retention time, and thus reduce the cost of the

entire project.
Because of the

pond at the Martin Ranch and the

ow~er

statement

in less than 10 days he will drain the pond into the river to clear
land, it might be feasible to treat this pond immediately with the
bacteria before the sewage is released into the river and the ocean.
The Lowery Report projects that by the year 2007 Tijuana will be
about 100 to 140 million gallons of sewage a day and that could
well be the case.
deve

The use of aquaculture by that time should be fully

Spring Canyon, a site favored by all south San Diego community

groups and Imperial Beach should be reserved for the expansion of aquaculture
facilities as the needs arise.
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At present most environmental groups favor aquaculture treatment of
sewage at present levels.

The Estuarine Park could handle aquaculture

efluent provided the volume does not increase dramatically.

The main

concern is the future and the possibility of dealing with 100 to 150
million gallons a day which would definitely cause an imbalance.
The two problem areas we are dealing

wit~

in getting this proposal

off the ground is the EPA and the regional water quality control board.
These two groups are responsible for up holding the laws and insuring
that the environment is protected.

The problem here is that

t~e

rules

and procedures they are required to follow do not apply in dealing with
Mexico and

t~e

situation we are in.

The EPA has waved some o£ its re-

quirements in the past and in this case it again may he time to wave some
of the requirements of the various clean water acts.

The EPA waved the

requirements of the City of San Diego to go to secondary treated water
so it would seem that they again could wave some of their requirements
in regards to the present circumstances.

There is one fact which all

South Bay groups agree with some form of treatment is better than none.
Another proposal which has been discussed is to clorinate the sewage in
holding ponds and then release it into the river.

I feel this is unexcep-

table due to the high cost probably 4000 dollars a day or more and the
damage the clorine would have on the environment and eco systems in the
river valley along with a possible problem with chlorine gas.
It is my sincere hope that the City Manager's Office and the City
Council will seriously consider this proposal and that it can be a solution
in the short term and in the long term it will prove economical and cost
effective.

We must continue to explore new technologies to solve the problems

our city has; namely water reclamation and waste water treatment.
Eventually sewage plants will have to be built in Tecate and Tijuana
and these could be incorporated into the total plan.

TO:
LONGWORTH BUILDING
WASHINGTON,

12021 225·5452
880 FRONT STREET
ROOM
SAN DIEGO,
92188
!6191

JIM BATES
44TH DISTRICT, CALIFORNIA

Treatment

Dear Assemb

Peace:

San
Tia

I

eve

Page
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Page Two
Letter to State Assembly Select Committee On
International Water Treatment and Reclamation
March 14, 1984

It is premature to ask the federal government for money to solve
the problem when we do not yet know what is the best solution.
However, I am committed to working with your committee and others
to help find the best solution and then seeing to it that the
necessary funds are appropriated to implement the plan. I look
forward to working with you in finding the best answer to solve
this international problem.
Sincerely,

Enclosure
Copy to:

JB:e

Assemblywoman Marian Bergeson
Assemblyman Gary Condit
Assemblyman Jim Costa
Assemblywoman Sunny Mojonnier
Assemblywoman Sally Tanner
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Mexico w1ll take several years to build treat
-Mexico will not subscribe to Lowry approach

plant

mlJF\UACH
- ·--- --- Me>:c1co 1ini~;h 60MGD conveyance
em 5-6 miles south of porde
Build "Stewart"
em on IBWC land in U.S.:
Pump treated wastes to metro system
treated wastes to conveyance system when finished
Construr1~ c,labs and plumbing for Stewart system in Mexico
Move Hydras1eves and Hunters filters to Mexico
Build water· r·eclamation units at the end of conveyance system
i)D'JAtJ'j'AGS,§
Good chance Mexico will participate
Less than SlO million construction costs
-Can be built 1n 6 to 8 months
Appropriate technology for Baja Califo·nia
Approach is modular and can be easily added to in the future
Hardware can be salvaged:
Mexico can borrow or purchase hardware
Hardware can be moved to other parts of Metro system
Load to Point Lama plant will be reduced
ltJater c<.~tl be used after polishing for water reclamation in
11e;: i co where there is arabi e 1 and without water
Plumb1r1g in place for emergency treatment if needed
hUF'OSAL
Fund

Stc:<.ge

I or

II for Stewart

project
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r·RO,JEC l

Ollf LINE FOH W.

S fEWAR J WASTE TREATMENT SYSTEM

1neerinq Study (15-20 pages)
or- t:

- Alternatives evaluated for costs and applicability
- Sttes 1n U.S. and Mexico discussed
Costs 1- 25i'.
OutlJnP ol Detailed
1neer1ng Study
Hudqet:
$3.000
Dr. Stewarts time and expenses
$1 ~ 000
U.
an
Mexi an engineering onsultants
$
Ed1t1r~t:J .J.nd report production
(100-200 copies)
$5,000
total
?
-iranslat1on to spanish

~t~y~

!!
~
Detailed Engineering Study
i:.:c·commend a U.
and a Mexican site
l<ecommend reatment
for both sites
!Jetailed dravnn
Detai 1
costs
Evaluate project with regards to U.S. and Mexican concerns for:
Environmental impact
-- Public health
- Land use objectives
Law and
lie
icies
- Water reclamation

:,1

.!ll/4 ($')) F st Tr-ack Approach
Oes1gn (working drawings>
til ds and
ds
IJrdering
t::c~nstruct 1 on
_ L::>rt-up

td::Jf:?

e9~

!!!~

Standard Approach
Design
Design approval

~g~

Standard Approach
Bids and awards
Ordering
Construction

Feb.r~ary

6, 1984

rlilliam C. Stewart, Ph.D.
P.O. Box 842
Encinitas, CA 92024
6i9 753-7315

Proposed Emergency Wastewater Treatment System - Tijuana - S n
Diego Border

There is a cr1t1cal need in the TiJuana wastewater spill
for an emergency treatment plant. This plant must use
tested and reliable processes which can be constructed and put
;:1to operation qu1ckly and at low cost.
A concept is presented
r, ~- r e wh i c h a pp e a r s t o f u I f i 1 l t he s e r e q u i rem en t s • I t i s b a s e d
r1 methods originaliy developed for cost-effective industrial
Nc~tewat~r treatment, which have subsequently been used successfully
;"'r municipal treatment. The system consists of static screens ·
:allowed by plastic media roughing filters and clarification.
~s~uming an_~Qfluent BOD and suspended solids ;Jncentration of
4JO m~/1, such a system can be designed to produce an effluent
'l e 1J '" 1 0 0 mg I l B0 D a n d s u s p e n d e d s o l i d s a t
a r e a s o n a b 1e c o s t .
:nts e:ffluent would be suitable for dtrect discharge through
the Po1nt Lorna outfall under current discharge permit require~roblem

r)

EC J F I CAT I 0 NS
~owest

possibel capital cost compatible with reliable tr at-

::~ent.

)!

1.

Proven components.
Fast construction time - use of mojular qnd pre-rna
act ed
cnponents.
Salvageable components.
Ges1gn flow - 20 MGD - current est1mated wastewater flow
,-rom T!Juana.
Wastewat~r strength - 400 mg/1 BOD and suspended solids.
The
~roposed system should be designed to produce a removal of
7 s % suspended so l ids ( i . e. , 1e s s than 10 0 mg /1 ) •
Low operational and maintenance costs and requirements.

~~OPOSED

COMPONENTS

Hydrasieve
The Hydrasieve (C E Bauer) is a static screen
rtg!nally developed for industrial wastewater treatment. There
Jre now also over 100 municipal plants in operation using these
.creens, the largest being a 20 MGD plant in Ohio. The Hydrasieve
1)

William C. Stewart
·v~1ll

remove 25% of the BOD and 30
solids, including a large proport o
mater1als and settleable solids ( .
etc.). Removal rates may be highe
wa~tewater due to its higher streng
offers the following advantages:
1)
?.)

3)

4)

~

)

Low capital cost - approximately $20
treat 20 MGO.
l t i s shipped as a bolt down modu e
on a concrete s I a b.
I t is designed for a peaking fac 0
The on
1t i s a passive process.
removal auger. Operational cost
I ow.
1 t is constructed entirely of stai 1
good salvage value.

f

Roughi.ng Plastic Media Trickling Filter
1 ng f 1 I t e r s des i g n e d to t rea t h 1 g h e r s
Munters BIOd~~ media is significantly mo
·;~e available.
Such a filter, des g e
a:. a loadi~g rate of 150 lbs BOD/1000
:10,000 ft
of media. This media wi.l
2)

r r1 c u

Roughing f 1 I ters of this type
strength industrial wastewater trea
~verloaded municipal plants.
The
:;;~vantages:

1J

Since the media is self-suppor

only as splash-shields, thus redu

•~

;

I

)

~ )

5)

construction times. Usually, me a
·1: e used.
S1nce the media has excellent int
characteristics, fixed distribut
reduc1ng capital and maintenance co
Th~re are no moving parts to the pr
and maintenance costs are ve
low.
The plastic media, side walls and di t
salvage and re-use value. Only the con
non-salvageable.
Roughing filters produce a minimum o
minimizing clarification requirements

3) Clarification - There are a number o
riarlflcation which require further invest
~ee~ construction t1me to a minimum, metho
t1 1 g n- rate sand f i l t e r s or other processes
fc:m should be used.
One ootion which rna

s

u

to
r

s

J
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William C. Stewart

of the temporary lagoons as settling basins. Since the BOD
1 jading will be relatively low, it may b~ possible to utilize
t1yacinths in th1s case to facilitate settling.
~se

It must be emphasized that the concepts presented are
preliminary and require detailed investigation. However, on the
L'dS!S of available information and experience, it appears that the
concept is valid, 1t uses proven components, it could be operati~nal
1 :1 s i x t o e i g h t mo n t t1 s u s i ng f a s t - tr a c k e ng i ne e r i ng a nd c o n s t r uc t i 9 r
r:lJllagement methods, 1t would be low in capital and construction
cost, and it would offer good salvage value.
Also of interest is the fact that operational cost~ and
are very low. Thus, this temporary plant could
a model for low-cost wastewater treatment for
t11Jrd world nation.

:~qu1rements
~!so serve as
J
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INFLUENT

BOO 00
/1
SS 400 mg 1

\

HYDRAS I EVE

COMPOST
(Optional Solids
Handling)
'

ROUGHING.
FILTER '

CLARIFICATION

EFFLUENT

BOO 90 mg/1
. SS 90 mg/1
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FIGURE 6-1

